Sowing seeds
for the future
Kamehameha Schools manages about 365,000 acres in
Hawai‘i, a land legacy endowed by Princess Bernice Pauahi
Bishop. More than 180,000 acres of these lands have been
designated for agriculture, an industry ripe with potential
to provide reliable food sources, local jobs and a sustainable
future for Hawai‘i.

Kamehameha Schools is pleased to
support the 2010 Hawaii Agriculture
Conference and efforts to create a
sustainable agriculture sector. Visit
www.ksbe.edu/land for a summary of
the KS Strategic Agricultural Plan.

Aloha and Welcome to the 2010 Hawai‘i Agricultural Conference:
Celebrating Change.
Thank you for coming to the 6th Bi-Annual Hawai‘i Agricultural Conference.
The theme of celebrating change encourages us to rejoice in the continuation of Hawai‘i’s strong agriculture sector in its
ever-evolving configuration of farm size, production approaches and product mix. Never before has there been such a cornucopia of wonderful crops being grown in Hawai‘i. But in addition, “celebrating change” is an invitation to adopt a frame
of mind that seeks opportunity and inspiration in the inevitability of change. As the next two days unfold, we hope you
will be challenged and inspired by the cutting edge presentations and thought provoking dialogues. Our hope is that in response to change, we may all learn and adapt, and by doing so, remain diverse and resilient as a sector.
We begin with a global perspective from our keynote, Dr. Timothy LaSalle, who views farmers’ role as key in mitigating changing climate, addressing limited fossil fuels, and shifting global trade. We bring these issues to the local level with a presentation
and conversation about a Vision for Hawai‘i Agriculture with Kyle Datta, Ulupono Initiative, Alan Gottlieb, Ponoholo Ranch
and Tim LaSalle. Our lunch presenter, Stephanie Whalen, will drill down deeper to discuss a project based on the Kunia plain
of Oahu, where individual leadership and collaboration was required to accomplish the desired outcome.
The concurrent sessions held over these two days provide a chance to dig deeper into many of the concepts introduced in the
opening sessions. It will be difficult to choose amongst such great topics as The Next Crop: Educating youth to become
farmers and ag-literate citizens, Integrated Farming Systems, Understanding Labor Laws and Hawai‘i’s Drought Dilemma. The
popular farmer-to-farmer speed dating sessions are back bringing tested farm innovations to you in sound bites, and new this
year, speed dating with agricultural agencies and organizations to help find the support and networks you need most.
On day two we join the efforts of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, both national and local, as they bring the pieces to
the table required for conversations that explore Hawaii biomass and bio-energy possibilities for farmers. We are excited
to have Sarah Bittleman, a senior advisor to the Secretary of Agriculture, as our opening speaker to share USDA’s resources
that will support and mitigate our efforts and challenges. The Hawai‘i Rural Development Council recently completed listening sessions throughout the state. Join them as they find the “low hanging fruit” and work together to leverage the unfolding opportunities our rural communities face.
The planning team has worked hard to create programming with something for everyone, and we hope you are inspired and
edified, but also take time to connect with friends, old and new, over the locavore luncheon, tradeshow and internet café, and
a relaxing pau hana reception on the lanai with music by Jeff Peterson. We are also happy to reinstate a new format for celebrating
those amongst us who make a difference with our Heroes of Agriculture, Food and Environment Award ceremony at the reception.
Thanks very much for joining us and we look forward to an exciting, innovative and thought provoking conference.

Lesley Hill and Tova Callender, Co-Chairs 2010 Hawai‘i Agricultural Conference

Mahalos – The 2010 Hawai‘i Agriculture Conference: Celebrating Change is presented by the Agricultural Leadership
Foundation of Hawai‘i. The conference planning committee members, comprised of Agricultural Leadership Program alumni,
are working close with Hawai‘i Department of the Agriculture, U. S. Department of Agriculture (Farm Services Agency, Rural
Development and Natural Resource Conservation Services), University of Hawai‘i-College of Tropical Agriculture and Human
Resources, Hawai‘i Agritourism Association, University of Hawai‘i Social Science Research Institute, Hawai‘i Rural Development Council, Kanu Hawai‘i, Kokua Hawai‘i Foundation and Armstrong Produce. Mahalo nui loa to our team members:
Lesley Hill–Co Chair, Tova Callender–Co Chair, Luisa Castro, Renae Ganske-Cerizo, Jim Hollyer, Marsha Eaton at Aloha Marketing (website), Patti Look and Ryan Ridela at the FundDevelopment Group (sponsors). Diane Ley participated as an advisor
and Dana Forsberg and Kim Coffee-Isaak with the Leadership Foundation provided administrative oversight.
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Mahalo to our conference sponsors!
Protea – $10,000

City and County of
Honolulu

Kamehameha
Schools
Ilima – $5,000

Alexander and Baldwin Inc., A & B Foundation
Meadow Gold Dairies – Hawaii
U. S. Department of Agriculture
Hawaii Department of Agriculture

Pikake – $2,500
Farm Credit Services of Hawaii, ACA
Hawaiian Earth Products, Ltd.
Young Brothers, Ltd.

Cash Donations
Maui Cattle Company, LLC.

In-Kind
Big Island Candies
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
Hawaiian Earth Products, Ltd.
Honolulu Weekly
Hawaii Healthy Guide
Whole Foods Hawaii

Ulupono Fund at the
Hawaii Community
Foundation

Hibiscus – $1,500
Bank of Hawaii
Cadinha & Co., LLC
CW Associates, CPA’s
Crop Production Services, Inc
Dole Food Company Hawaii
Kauai Farm Bureau/Kauai Office of Economic
Development
Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc.
Ponoholo Ranch, Ltd.
Syngenta Hawaii
Times Supermarkets

Additional Support
for youth and student attendees
Alexander and Baldwin Inc., A & B Foundation
Ulupono Fund at the Hawaii Community
Foundation
CW Associates, CPA’s
Hawaiian Earth Products, Ltd.
Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc.
USDA-NIFA’s Alaska Native/Native Hawaiian
Serving Institutions Grants Program
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MESSAGE FROM ACTING MAYOR
KIRK W. CALDWELL

Aloha kakou,
On behalf of the people of the County of Maui,
I would like to extend a warm welcome to you to the
2010 Hawaii Agriculture Conference presented by the
Agriculture Leadership Foundation of Hawaii. This
year’s theme of “Celebrating Change” embodies the
many innovations that have been achieved in agriculture, and I congratulate you on the personal contributions that you bring to this dynamic field as a
participant in this important conference.
Agriculture has been an integral part of Hawaii’s
history and continues to play a significant role in
maintaining the beauty and character of our island
home. From the carefully cultivated crops of ancient
Hawaii, through the plantation era to today’s emerging
agri-tourism industry, agriculture in Hawaii has been
an essential part of our community and a way of life
for many island families.
Agriculture will continue to evolve as we look to the
future of biofuel production and other sustainable
industries that can help diversify and strengthen
agriculture’s role as a viable economic engine for
Hawaii nei. This conference will feature national and
local industry leaders whose commitment to excellence
has brought attention to many new opportunities and
technological advancements in the field of agriculture.
Mahalo to the conference organizers for their hard
work, and best wishes to all for a
successful event!
Sincerely,
Charmaine Tavares
Mayor
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I am pleased to send my warmest
aloha to everyone gathered for the
2010 Statewide Hawaii Agriculture
Conference.
Agriculture is an essential
component of Hawaii’s progress toward sustainability. The
industry has affirmed its role in preserving our resources and contributing to creating
a healthy economy by engaging in practices that meet economic and environmental challenges while
improving product quality and yield. The conference theme,
Celebrating Change, reflects the industry’s
resilience and commitment that produced its many achievements.
Congratulations to the Heroes of Agriculture, Food and Environment Awards winners whose efforts and
accomplishments represent excellence and diversity in the
industry. Mahalo to the Agricultural Leadership Foundation
of Hawaii, the sponsors and other partners for presenting this
conference that exhibits innovative and sustainable projects
and practices.
On behalf of the people of the City and County of
Honolulu, I extend best wishes for a successful and productive gathering.

Kirk W. Caldwell

Mayoral Letters

A Message from
Mayor Billy Kenoi
Aloha to all the participants of the Ag 2010 Hawaii
Agriculture Conference, “Celebrating Change,” being
held September 23-24, 2010, at the Ihilani Resort and
Spa, Ko‘Olina, Oahu.
From the days of Hawai‘i Island’s earliest settlers to
our modern society of today, agriculture is vital to the
well-being of our island traditions, culture and
lifestyle.
With our vast agricultural resources available on
Hawai‘i Island, we are poised to take on the challenges
of agriculture in the 21st Century and eager to make
use of the energy and ideas that will flow from this
impressive gathering.
Concepts as diverse as developing bio-energy crops to
provide fuel, and as simple as connecting our farmers
to markets, are just two of the many important topics
you will be discussing at this conference that will help
lead Hawai‘i toward a more productive future in
agriculture.
Mahalo to the sponsors of this conference who have
gathered so many talented and dedicated people who
are committed to making agriculture a primary
component of change in our great State of Hawai‘i
as we seek a more sustainable future for our islands.
The difficult work that all of you undertake here will
only strengthen our resolve and ability to become leaders in agricultural production and food sustainability,
enriching the quality of life not only for our residents,
but for people throughout the world.
Best wishes to all of you for a
successful conference.

Aloha,

Message from
Mayor Bernard P. Carvalho, Jr.
Aloha! It is a pleasure to
welcome you to the 2010
Hawai‘i Agriculture Conference:
Celebrating Change at the
beautiful JW Marriott Ihilani
Resort and Spa at Ko‘Olina.
At a time when all eyes and
many efforts are focused on revitalizing agriculture in
Hawai‘i, this theme is certainly fitting.
What a great opportunity this is to celebrate the
achievements of our agricultural industry – from its
early beginnings to the present day! It also gives us
a chance to recognize the contributions of individuals
who have worked so hard over the years, along with
the efforts of the younger generation who are poised
to lead the agriculture industry into the future!
The conference also offers participants a chance to
learn about innovative and sustainable agricultural
practices, helps farmers to connect with valuable
resources, and enables government and non-profit
organizations to enhance their support of the
agriculture industry.
On behalf of the people of the County of Kaua‘i,
I extend a big mahalo to the organizers of the 2010
Hawai‘i Agriculture Conference, who worked hard to
ensure the success of the conference, and send my best
wishes to all for an enjoyable and productive event.
Aloha Pumehana,

Bernard P. Carvalho, Jr.
Mayor, County of Kaua‘i

Billy Kenoi
MAYOR
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Keynote Speakers
Timothy LaSalle, Ph.D. is Founder/Director of NewEra Agriculture, graduate and former CEO of
the California Agriculture Leadership Foundation and an internationally sought-after speaker on sustainable farming. As Rodale Institute’s first CEO, Tim LaSalle championed his science-based hope for a
regenerative food system that will mitigate climate change and prevent famine. LaSalle was raised on
a dairy farm and was a fellow, the president, the CEO, and eventually the Director of Education of the
California Agricultural Leadership Program. LaSalle previously served as Executive Director of the Northwest Earth Institute an international organization dedicated to grassroots movements which offers discussion courses on sustainability, deep ecology, living in place, and the practice of simplicity for groups and individuals in
the across the United States. He was Interim Executive Director of the Environmental Center of San Luis Obispo County and
was the Executive Director of the Allan Savory Center for Holistic Management, an international non-profit who mission is
to restore and regenerate deteriorating landscapes for the people dependent on that land. He has served on many nonprofit
boards, committees and leadership groups, including roles with the Kellogg Leadership Alliance and Chaired an International
Call to Action on Sustainability at EARTH University in Costa Rica. Tim will be the Thursday morning keynote speaker and
will participate in several other sessions throughout the two-day event.
Sarah Bittleman is a Senior Advisor to Secretary Tom Vilsack of the United States Department of Agriculture. She joined
the Secretary’s Office in January 2010 serving as a policy advisor on energy, Environmental Protection Agency issues, Title
I programs and other areas related to production agriculture. Bittleman previously worked for the Department of the
Interior, the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives on a range of policy and strategic development issues involving agriculture, energy, natural resources and climate change. She has a Master of Public Administration from East Carolina University, a Juris Doctorate from Tulane University of Law School and a BA in Political Science from Union College in New
York. Sarah will be the Friday morning keynote speaker

Stephanie A. Whalen was the President and is now the Executive Director of the Hawaii Agriculture
Research Center, formerly the Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association. The organization is a non-profit, privately owned research institution formed in 1882 to maintain, advance, improve and protect the sugar
industry in Hawaii and to support the development of agriculture in general, including the support of an
experiment station. With the downsizing of the sugar industry in Hawaii the organization is shifting its
emphasis to the development of new agricultural businesses and services. The islands offer specific and
unique environmental conditions that provide competitive advantages to certain agricultural activities.
Stephanie’s efforts have been directed to maintaining the professional expertise and research capabilities of the organization
during this transition. She is also responsible for the property and asset management. The company has approximately 45
employees located at 3 sites on 2 islands. During the last 20 years, Ms. Whalen has represented agricultural interests at the
state legislature and as an active member of many of the Hawaii state task forces and other advisory groups and committees
established to address various environmental regulatory issues. “Stevie” is the Thursday luncheon keynote speaker.
Born on the Island of Maui, multiple Grammy Award and Na Hoku Hanohano Award winner Jeff Peterson
grew up on the slopes of Haleakala where he was introduced to the rich heritage of Hawaiian music by
his father, a paniolo, on the Haleakala Ranch. He currently performs regularly at Michel’s Restaurant in
the Colony Surf Hotel in Waikiki in addition to a variety of other venues throughout Hawaii and abroad
in both solo and group settings. In addition to performing, he taught the guitar at the University of
Hawaii. He achieved a milestone in Hawaiian music at the 47th Annual Grammy Awards on February
13th, 2005, when a recording featuring Jeff and other island artists, “Slack Key Guitar, Volume 2”, won
the first ever Grammy Award for best Hawaiian recording. He is also featured on the recording that won
the 2010 Grammy Award in the Hawaiian music category. His latest solo CD, “Maui On My Mind” won the 2010 Hoku Award
for Best Slack Key Album. Jeff will be playing for us at the Thursday evening pau hana awards reception.
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Day One – At-a-Glance
Thursday Sept. 23, 2010

8:00-9:00

Registration, Tradeshow, Continental Breakfast
Patio and Hokulani 4 & 5

9:00-9:15

Welcome and Opening Remarks
Hokulani 3

9:15-10:15

Keynote Presentation – Tim LaSalle
21st Century Agriculture: Science & Technologically based Innovations and Solutions
for Climate, Famine and Global Water Shortage
Hokulani 3

10:15-10:30

15 Minute Break – Tradeshow, Web Tools for Connecting
Patio and Hokulani 4 & 5

10:30-12:00

Plenary Session
Vision for Hawaii Agriculture – A Conversation
Hokulani 3

12:00-12:15

15 Minute Break – Walk to Ocean Ballroom and Settle In

12:15-1:45

Gourmet Locavore Luncheon
Kanu Hawaii Eat Local Challenge: It Matters!
Keynote Presentation – Stevie Whalen
Hawaii’s Evolving Agriculture: It’s not an either or proposition
Ocean Ballroom
15 Minute Break – Tradeshow, Web Tools for Connecting
Patio and Hokulani 4 & 5

1:45-2:00

2:00-3:30 The Next Crop: Educating youth to become
farmers and ag-literate
citizens. Honey Tasting
by Slow Food Oahu
Hokulani 1

5:15-7:00
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Farmer Adoption and
Implementation of
Conservation Practices
– A Key to Achieving
Sustainability
Hokulani 3

Tradeshow,
Web Tools for
Connecting
Patio and
Hokulani 4 & 5

15 Minute Break – Tradeshow, Web Tools for Connecting
Patio and Hokulani 4 & 5

3:30-3:45
3:45-5:15

Farmer-to-Farmer
Speed Dates
Hokulani 2

Managing Your
Human Capital –
Understanding
Labor Laws
Hokulani 1

Organization &
Agency-to-Farmer
Speed Date
Hokulani 2

Integrated Farming
Systems: Growing
more with less
through Natural Farming and Aquaponics
Hokulani 3

Tradeshow,
Web Tools for
Connecting
Patio and
Hokulani 4 & 5

Happy Hour Reception and Entertainment – music by Jeff Peterson
Heroes of Agriculture Awards Presentation

Hawaii Agriculture Conference
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8:00-8:45

Registration, Tradeshow, Continental Breakfast
Patio and Hokulani 4 & 5

8:45-9:00

Welcome and Opening Remarks
Hokulani 3

9:00-9:30

Keynote Presentation – Sarah Bittleman
A Path to our Future
Hokulani 3

9:30-10:30

Plenary Session
Food and Fuel – Maintaining a Balance
Hokulani 3

10:30-10:45

15 Minute Break – Tradeshow, Web Tools for Connecting
Patio and Hokulani 4 & 5

10:45-11:55

Tradeshow and
Web Tools for
Connecting

Tradeshow and
Web Tools for
Connecting

Hawaii Biomass &
Bioenergy Workshop
Hokulani 3

Tradeshow and
Web Tools for
Connecting

11:55-12:00

5 Minute Break – Trade and Equipment Show, Web Tools for Connecting
Patio and Hokulani 4 & 5

12:00-1:00

Networking Picnic Lunch
Film Screening: Na Kupu Mana'olana – Seeds of Hope-the Future of Agriculture in Hawaii
(Hokulani 2)
Tradeshow & Web Tools for Connecting

1:00-1:05

5 Minute Break – Trade and Equipment Show, Web Tools for Connecting
Patio and Hokulani 4 & 5

1:05-2:20

Follow the Water:
Hawaii’s Drought
Dilemma
Hokulani 1

Optimizing Hawaii
Crops for Food Self
Sufficiency: Import
Replacements and
Invasive Species
Hokulani 1

Tradeshow and
Web Tools for
Connecting
pau at 2:00

A Summit on Rural
Hawaii: The Data,
The Dilemmas, and
The Opportunities
Hokulani 2

Hawaii Biomass &
Bioenergy Workshop
Hokulani 3

5 Minute Break

3:40-3:45
3:45-5:00

Hawaii Biomass &
Bioenergy Workshop
Hokulani 3

5 Minute Break

2:20-2:25
2:25-3:40

A Summit on Rural
Hawaii: The Data,
The Dilemmas, and
The Opportunities
Hokulani 2

Integrating Animals
on Your Farm:
Sustainablity and
Food Safety
Hokulani 1

A Summit on Rural
Hawaii: The Data,
The Dilemmas, and
The Opportunities
Hokulani 2

Hawaii Biomass &
Bioenergy Workshop
Hokulani 3
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Program Description

Thursday September 23, 2010
Registration
8:00 am – 9:00 am
Hokulani Ballroom #4 & 5

2010 Hawaii Agriculture Conference Tradeshow Exhibits
8:00 am – 7:00 pm
Hokulani Ballroom #4 & 5
Visit over 30 exhibitors and learn about resources that can help you grow your business, learn about innovative practices
and connect to others who believe in agriculture as an important part of Hawaii’s future. Businesses, government agencies
and nonprofit organizations will all have presence here at the Tradeshow. Learn about some of the latest technology tools
in the Web Tools for Connecting area. The exhibits room will feature café like seating areas, free wireless connections to
the internet and food and beverages throughout the day. Please make sure to visit the exhibits during the continental
breakfast, session breaks and the pau hana reception.

Welcome and Opening Remarks
9:00 – 9:15 am
Hokulani Ballroom #3
John McHugh, President of Agricultural Leadership Foundation of Hawaii
Tova Calendar, Co-Chair of 2010 Hawaii Agriculture Conference Co-Chair

Keynote Presentation
9:15 – 10:15 am
Hokulani Ballroom #3
21st Century Agriculture: Science & Technologically Based Innovations and Solutions for Climate, Famine and
Global Water Shortage
Imagine an approach to agriculture that can begin to turn back the tide on ecological decline, improve soil health, mitigate
climate change, produce more water in a water short world, and feed more people than imagined. Tim LaSalle of New Era
Agriculture will demonstrate how by harnessing the power of biology, we can do just that. Not only can a biological approach
provide ecosystem services to the planet, this technique can also create economic opportunities on and off the farm. Tim
explores the role farmers can play in fighting climate change and makes the case for getting paid to do so, as well as
demonstrates how this novel methodology can cut production costs and help farmers command a higher price.
Speaker
Timothy LaSalle, Ph.D. is Founder/Director of NewEra Agriculture, graduate and former CEO of the California Agriculture Leadership Foundation and an internationally sought-after speaker on sustainable farming. His keynote presentation,
grounded in an international worldview, will highlight opportunities for the agricultural sector to mitigate issues of changing
climate, limited fossil fuels, global trade, diet-related health issues, and other economic challenges that continue to squeeze
profits from farmers livelihoods by focusing on soil health, biological intelligence, engineering innovation and economic
redesign.
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Thursday, September 23
As Rodale Institute’s first CEO, Tim LaSalle championed his science-based hope for a regenerative food system that will
mitigate climate change and prevent famine. LaSalle was raised on a dairy farm and was a fellow, the president, the CEO,
and eventually the Director of Education of the California Agricultural Leadership Program.
LaSalle previously served as Executive Director of the Northwest Earth Institute an international organization dedicated to
grassroots movements which offers discussion courses on sustainability, deep ecology, living in place, and the practice of
simplicity for groups and individuals in the across the United States. He was Interim Executive Director of the Environmental
Center of San Luis Obispo County and was the Executive Director of the Allan Savory Center for Holistic Management, an
international non-profit who mission is to restore and regenerate deteriorating landscapes for the people dependent on
that land. He has served on many nonprofit boards, committees and leadership groups, including roles with the Kellogg
Leadership Alliance and Chaired an International Call to Action on Sustainability at EARTH University in Costa Rica.

Plenary Session
9:15 – 10:15 am
Hokulani Ballroom #3
Visions for Hawai‘i Agriculture: A Conversation
Part presentation, part discussion, this session explores possibilities for the future of agriculture in Hawaii. Kyle Datta,
general partner of Ulupono Initiative, a relatively new social investment company, will describe a vision for Hawai‘i’s agricultural future that builds on the foundation of the past while overcoming current and future challenges. Datta will address
some of the positive trends emerging while describing the role of the entire community in fashioning a strong and sustainable future for agriculture. It’s straight talk about why Ulupono is investing in Hawai‘i’s agricultural system. With over 30
years of experience in agricultural business in Hawaii, Alan Gottlieb, Treasurer of Ponoholo Ranch will provide a seasoned
perspective on the vision presented by reflecting on the chaisms to make change happen; who has the power to effect
those changes and the need for collaboration and risk taking to succeed. Keynote Tim LaSalle will probe with questions
and make connections to create new awareness and linkages to national and international activities and trends.
Speakers
Kyle Datta is a founding partner of Ulupono Initiative, which last year began investing in three key areas to make
Hawai‘i more sustainable: boosting local food production, increasing renewable energy; and reducing waste. Kyle was the
CEO of a national biodiesel firm; Managing Director of Research and Consulting at the Rocky Mountain Institute; and a vice
president at Booz Allen Hamilton who served as managing partner of the firms’ energy practice in Singapore. He is a coauthor of the RMI books “Winning the Oil End Game” and “Small is Profitable”.
Alan H. Gottlieb is the Treasurer for Ponoholo Ranch Limited, a Big-Island cattle ranch, the 20th largest cow/calf ranch
in the United States, managing their business affairs in Hawaii and for its mainland subsidiaries. Alan also manages subsidiary Second City Property Management, which operates agricultural water systems in West Oahu on over 8,000 acres
for a number of diversified farmers. Along with several partners, Alan founded and later sold Hawaiian Earth Products, Ltd,
an industry leader that recycles yard trimmings, manures and other organics into high quality compost under the Menehune
MAGIC brand name. Alan is a graduate of the University of Hawaii at Manoa and has served on the Hawaii State Board of
Agriculture since 2004. Alan participated in Class IV of the Agricultural Leadership Foundation and served as a board
member of the Foundation from 1992 through 2009, including 2 terms as Board Chairman. In 2001/2002 Alan participated
in the Pacific Century Fellows Program. He is a founder of the Paniolo Hall of Fame, to help preserve the Paniolo Culture in
Hawaii and induct and honor notable Hawaiian Cowboys into the Hall of Fame. He serves on the Board of the Hawaii Beef
Industry Council and is currently the President of the Statewide Hawaii Cattlemen’s Council.
Tim LaSalle, Founder Director, NewEraAg – see bio above
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Program Description
Gourmet Locavore Luncheon Program
12:15 – 1:45 pm
Ocean Ballroom
John McHugh, President of Agricultural Leadership Foundation of Hawaii
Lesley Hill, Co-Chair of 2010 Hawaii Agriculture Conference Co-Chair
The Eat Local Challenge: It Matters!
Kanu Hawaii provides insight into the economic impact of a commitment to using local products by deconstructing our
Gourmet Locavore Lunch Menu. Learn about Kanu Hawaii’s Eat Local Challenge, a weeklong project scheduled for September
26 – October 2, designed demonstrate the power of personal commitments.
Speaker
James Koshiba is co-founder of and Executive Director of Kanu Hawai‘i. Kanu empowers people to build a more environmentally sustainable, compassionate, and self reliant local Hawaii with demonstrations of kuleana (responsibility-taking).
Members of Kanu commit to “being the change” they seek – taking specific actions that preserve and protect Hawaii’s
unique way of life. In 2 1/2 years, the organization has built a membership of 12,000 across the Hawaiian islands, 300
mainland communities and 12 countries. Each member has committed to changes in their own lives that model sustainability,
compassion, and resilience, and thousands have taken part in group actions to change public policy or corporate practices.
Keynote Presentation – Hawaii’s Evolving Agriculture: It’s not an either or proposition
Stephanie Whalen, the Director of the Hawaii Agriculture Research Center, shares another powerful story about her efforts
to develop an Agriculture Cluster in Kunia. It’s quite the vision! HARC has participated in important and innovative projects
throughout the agriculture sector for over three decades. Stephanie will share her insights and relate how they pertain to
HARC’s successes and how they might enlighten a path to a more sustainable agriculture sector in Hawaii. Her talk will inspire a vision for Hawaii agriculture that is inclusive of all.
Speaker
Stephanie A. Whalen was the President and is now the Executive Director of the Hawaii Agriculture Research Center,
formerly the Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association since 1994. The organization is a non-profit, privately owned research institution formed in 1882 to maintain, advance, improve and protect the sugar industry in Hawaii and to support the development of agriculture in general, including the support of an experiment station. With the downsizing of the sugar industry
in Hawaii the organization is shifting its emphasis to the development of new agricultural businesses and services. The islands
offer specific and unique environmental conditions that provide competitive advantages to certain agricultural activities.
Stephanie’s efforts have been directed to maintaining the professional expertise and research capabilities of the organization
during this transition. She is also responsible for the property and asset management. The company has approximately 45
employees located at 3 sites on 2 islands. It includes bargaining and non-bargaining labor units. During the last 20 years,
Stephanie has represented agricultural interests at the state legislature and as an active member of many of the Hawaii state
task forces and other advisory groups and committees established to address various environmental regulatory issues.

Concurrent Sessions
The Next Crop: Educating youth to become farmers and ag-literate citizens
2:00 – 3:30 pm
Hokulani Ballroom #1
Educators from across the state will share current activities and future plans for addressing the need to grow the next generation of Hawai‘i’s farmers and a citizenry supportive of sustainable local agriculture. From school gardens to summer internships to Ph.D. programs; agriculture education is critical to our state’s agricultural, economic, and environmental future.
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Attend this session to learn about these initiatives and discuss how we can all contribute to this movement. The panel will
be moderated by Dexter Kishida the School Food Coordinator for Kokua Hawai‘i Foundation.
Speakers
Nancy Redfeather, Program Director, Hawai‘i Island School Garden Network & The Kohala Center, has been a
teacher and organic gardener for 40 years. She and her husband Gerry Herbert have created an experimental/educational
mini-farm at Kawanui, Honalo where they have given community gardening classes since 2002 in home vegetable production, coffee and orchard production using sustainable/ecological practices. Nancy is actively involved in several sustainable
food and farming initiatives and is the Program Director for The Kohala Center’s Hawai‘i Island School Garden Network,
which is a member of the statewide Hui of School Garden Networks.
Manuel Jadulang, FFA Advisor and DOE teacher at Honoka‘a Intermediate and High School, teaching in the DOE
for 10 years and is currently the Future Farmers of America Advisor and Ag teacher at Honoka‘a Intermediate and High
School covering conventional and sustainable agriculture, aquaponics, farm construction/wood working, plant tissue culture,
golf and lawn maintenance and hydroponics. He also co-teaches UHM EDCS 433/450 Malama I Ka Aina class with Dr.
Pauline Chinn of UHM College of Education.
Paul Kalani Kaawa Flores Jr., Kauhale Education Resource Specialist, MA‘O Organic Farms, was born and raised in
Nanakuli. He graduated from Wai‘anae High School, earned an Associates of Arts degree from Leeward Community College,
Bachelor’s in Hawaiian Studies and Language from UH-Manoa and is currently working on his Masters in Education Administration in Higher Education at UH-Manoa. Passionate about agriculture, sustainability, Hawaiian culture and empowering the youth on the Wai‘anae Coast, Kalani is the lead coordinator of MA‘O’s college internship program which seeks
to transform students’ lives through higher education at Leeward Community College and work in the ‘aina as organic
farmers at MA‘O Farm.
Dr. Charles Kinoshita, Associate Dean and Professor, UH Manoa College of Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources serves in the following position at the University of Hawaii: Associate Dean for Academic and Student Affairs, College of Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources. Prior to joining the University, Dr. Kinoshita served at the Experiment
Station of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association (now the Hawaii Agriculture Research Center) as project engineer and
then as head of the Sugar Technology and Engineering Departments. Dr. Kinoshita received his B.S. and M.S. degrees in Mechanical Engineering at the University of Hawaii and a Ph.D. degree in Mechanical Engineering at the University of California
at Berkeley. He has authored a large number of publications and has consulted to numerous agencies and businesses,
locally and internationally.
Dr. William Wallace Moekahi Steiner, Dean, UH Hilo College of Agriculture, Forestry and Natural Resource Management, has served as Dean for University of Hawai‘i-Hilo College of Agriculture, Forestry and Natural Resource Management at Hilo since 2005. As visionary, financial and academic manager for the college, Dr. Steiner has developed new
research thrusts into biofuel development (oil palm), heritage foods development, and dairy sciences while developing the
equine sciences program. It is his intention to move the college forward into a future that embraces a growing forestry industry and work in the fields of sustainable agriculture.
Moderated by Dexter Kishida, School Food Coordinator for Kokua Hawai‘i Foundation Dexter is an advocate of the
farm-to-school movement for Hawai‘i schools, and with a background in food service is passionate about connecting our
Hawaii grown keiki with Hawaii grown food.
Island Harvest Honey Tasting
Presented by Slow Food Oahu, take a break and enjoy the sweetness of life! Taste several varieties of local honey and hear
what Slow Foodie Laurie Carlson has to say about Slow Food activities across the state, country and world.
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Farmer–to-Farmer Speed Dating
2:00 – 3:00 pm
Hokulani Ballroom #2
Adding Value to your off-grade Products
Aloha Tofu Factory started from very humble beginnings in 1950 when Kamesaburo and Tsuruko Uyehara agreed to take
over the running of a friend’s tofu factory. Normally it would take a lifetime to master the art of tofu-making, but young
Kamesaburo had only a week to learn everything about tofu and keep the factory running. Today, Aloha Tofu’s third-generation president, Paul Uyehara, is employing new strategies to keep the company successful by looking for new products
based on tofu such as ready-to-eat foods designed for busy families.
Speaker: Wayne Iwaoka is a food scientist in the Department of Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences in the College
of Tropic Agriculture and Human Resources. Through his efforts, food science and human nutrition majors from the Department of Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Science have been developing new food products using fruit or vegetable culls
or seconds that would normally be unsellable. These value added products, bear the “Kulanui” brand, which in Hawaiian
means “University”. Dr. Iwaoka and his students are working with Paul Uyehara to create a breakfast bar and other innovative food products using okara (soybean byproduct) as one of the major ingredients. Come and hear the story of this
evolving collaboration.
Biodiesel on Your Farm
Join speed dater Tracey Cheyne as he discusses the ins and outs of producing and using biodiesel in today’s vehicles. As assistant farm manger on a growing farm on Maui, he has first hand knowledge of the specific challenges Hawaii’s farmers
may face as they consider this strategy in their sustainability plan.
Speaker: Tracey Cheyne is the Assistant Farm Manager at weFarm@kapalua and has a wide range of experience working
with biodiesel. From research, development and construction of a one million gallon per year production biodiesel plant to
using biodiesel in his personal vehicles, he is the go to person as farmers consider transiting to biodiesel on their farm.
Green Ag & Ham: Composting with Pigs
Pigs play a vital role in the rich ethnic customs of Hawaii. Fresh pork will always be in great demand. But with passage of
the Clean Water Act, and resulting stricter regulations affecting manure slurry from piggeries, farmers are having to modify
their manure management practices. Island farms of the future will be reducing water usage and promoting composting
through the use of green waste as bedding in pig pens. It’s a match made in hog heaven, as the microorganisms in the manure and the green waste work symbiotically to reduce odor, speed composting, and increase the nutrient value of the
composted product.
Speaker: Val Kaneshiro is Herd Manager, at M & H Kaneshiro Farms, the largest local pork producer in Hawaii. The farm
has been involved in research and demonstration projects with manure from their Kauai hogs for over 30 years.
Increasing Productivity with Biochar
Biochar can increase the health and productivity of wide range of soils and planting mixes. The essential characteristics of
biochar will be explained and Biochar's role in soil dynamics will be reviewed. Economical and successful methods of application will be discussed.
Speaker: Josiah Hunt graduated from UHH with a B.S. in Agroecology and Environmental Quality in 2004 and launched his
landscape business working on farms and residential properties. Starting in 2008 he began producing and researching biochar.
With the help of a Big Island Resource and Conservation and Development grant in 2009 he extended the research to the
community by donating biochar and biochar amended compost to local agriculture businesses in exchange for pictures and
data. Since that time Josiah has been working full time producing, processing, researching and selling biochar. He recently attended the 2010 US Biochar Initiative as a speaker and was featured in the August-September issue of Audubon Magazine.
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Integrating Agroforestry and Silviculture into Your Long Term Farming Plan
Jill Wagner will share the process of integrating the growing of hardwood or native Hawaiian trees alongside other crops.
Long term tree “crops” and short term food/fuel/fiber crops provide an excellent balance both economically and environmentally. It is Jill’s belief and experience that agroforestry provides a holistic way of relating to the land.
Speaker: Jill Wagner is a forestry consultant with a BA degree in Ethnobotany from UH Hilo. She is the Project Coordinator
for the Hawaii Island Native Seed Bank and collects seed of native Hawaiian species for restoration, mitigation, and research.
She has taught native species horticulture classes for ten years and she is the owner of Future Forests Nursery, a native
Hawaiian and tropical hardwood tree nursery. Jill consults with land owners about landscape design, restoration, agroforestry
systems, small farms and hardwood plantations and grows trees for native restoration projects on Hawaii Island.
The Role of Honey Bees in Diversified Agriculture in Hawai‘i
Colonies of managed honey bees, properly placed in a field of a pollinator-dependant crops, will provide the grower with
“insurance” that the yield of high quality market grade fruits, vegetables or seeds will be maximized. By using 1 or 2
colonies of honey bees per acre, for instance, the yield of market grade zucchini, kabotcha, or melons, can be increased by
30% to 40% for a cost of less than $200.
Speaker: Michael Kliks has been involved in the apiculture industry in Hawai‘i for more than 30 years as a producer of
world class honeys, a provider of mobile, scientifically managed pollination services, and as an advocate, lobbyist and
teacher devoted to the promotion of beekeeping and the expansion of diversified, sustainable, and self-sufficient agriculture
in the state. He is currently president of the Hawai‘i Beekeepers’ Association, and owner of Manoa Honey Company and Island Pollination Services. He has a doctoral degree from UC Berkeley in Entomology and Parasitology.
The Theory and Practice of Solar Dehydration
From meats and fish to herbs and fruits, learn how to efficiently and safely add value to your abundant yields. Learn about
the fundamental principals and processes of using the sun to prepare and preserve your food. See proven design and discuss
pros and cons of different material. For a serious practitioners itʻs more technical than you think!
Speaker: Jerry Bickel grew up on a ranch in the Midwest and now, after many moves, lives on Maui. He designs and builds
houses, kitchens, and furniture and recently has developed an interest in creating sustainable solutions for food and shelter
infrastructure.

Farmer Adoption and Implementation of Conservation Practices –
A Key to Achieving Sustainability
2:00 – 3:30 pm
Hokulani Ballroom #3
This panel of farmers, agriculture suppliers, and research support will present advances and adoption of on-farm conservation
practices. Hawaii has a variety of micro-climates that need specific applied conservation measures developed in collaboration
with USDA-NRCS, UH Manoa CTAHR, the Soil and Water Conservation Districts, and the community in which we farm. The
strategies behind the adoption of site specific conservation measures will be presented. The panel will be moderated by
John McHugh an agronomist for Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc.
Speakers
Dr. John J. McHugh, Jr. is an agronomist at Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc., Kunia Research Station on O`ahu.
Since 1999, he has been a strong advocate for farmer adoption of conservation practices that keep soil and water resources
on the farm. As Pioneer’s Agronomist he has had an opportunity, for the last year, to take responsibility for implementation
of the practices he has been advocating. He has 36 years of farming experience in Hawaii and remains keenly interested in
sustainable farming practices as the vehicle for ensuring that there is a bright future for agriculture in Hawai`i.
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Mark Cummings is the Vice President for Hawaiian Earth Products, a compost and mulch producer on O‘ahu. Mark
has been working closely with local farmers for the last two years to establish value in using compost as a standard operating
procedure. The use of compost and mulch manufactured from green waste, collected from homes and businesses on O`ahu,
completes the circle of the recycling process. The home grown organic matter incorporated into farm soils builds soil health
and assists farmers with the task of increasing soil permeability and thus retaining soil and water on the farm while decreasing the volume of material going to the landfill.
Gerry Ross is co-owner and farmer with Janet Simpson for Kupa‘a Farms, a diverse organic farm on 4 acres in lower
Kula. They have revitalized this family farm and transformed it to a polyculture of coffee, pineapple, taro, sweet potatoes
and over 20 different kinds of vegetables and tropical fruit. Their produce is marketed through a CSA (Community Supported
Agriculture), farmer’s markets, and local stores and restaurants. Recently their coffee was ranked as second best in the
state of Hawaii. He is a member of the Maui County Farm Bureau and chairs the Agriculture in the Classroom committee
and is a founding member of the Maui Coffee Association.
Dr. Ali Fares is a Professor and Graduate Chair in the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Management at University of Hawaii-Manoa. Dr. Fares has been conducting on-farm Research and Demonstration trials in
Hawai`i displaying the benefits of the use of cover crops and other conservation practices for several years. His research interests include developing site-specific water management practices for different land covers, using real-time sensing technology, geographic information and ground positioning systems. His ultimate goal is to promote sound water management
practices and provide a solid foundation on which to build sustainable water resources management in Hawaii with conflicting land usages (urban, agriculture, and conservation).

Managing Your Human Capital – Understanding Labor Laws
3:45 – 5:15 pm
Hokulani Ballroom #1
Federal and Hawaii wage and hour laws as they relate to employment in agriculture are explained and discussed, including
the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and the Migrant and Seasonal Worker Protection Act (MSPA). The panel will be moderated by Sandra Lee Kunimoto, chairperson for the Hawaii Board of Agriculture.
Speakers
Pamela Martin has been the Administrator for the Wage Standards Division at the Hawaii Department of Labor
and Industrial Relations for five years. The Division administers and enforces the Wage and Hour Law, and the Payment
of Wages and Other Compensation Law among other wage-related laws. Pam has varied experience in Hawaii that includes
working for small business and nonprofit organizations, as well as in private practice as an attorney before starting at the
State of Hawaii.
Terence (Terry) Trotter is District Director for the Hawaii District Office of the US Dept. of Labor, Wage & Hour Division. The district includes the State of Hawaii, as well as American Samoa, Guam, the Commonwealth of the Northern
Marianas Islands, Wake Island and Johnston Island. Mr. Trotter has been responsible for the Compliance Assistance and
Enforcement Program within his jurisdiction, including the Davis-Bacon and the Related Acts, Service Contract Act, Fair
Labor Standards Act, Family and Medical Leave Act, Migrant and Seasonal Worker Protection Act and other Statutes.
Min Kirk, Assistant District Director for the Hawaii District Office of the US Dept. of Labor, Wage & Hour Division,
began her career with the U.S. Dept. of Labor as an investigator in 2003. She has performed educational outreach as well
as investigative activities under a variety of Federal Statutes and programs, including the Fair Labor Standards Act, Migrant
and Seasonal Worker Protection Act, H-2a Visa Program, Family Medical Leave Act as well as other statutes. Min was promoted to Assistant District Director for the Hawaii District Office in May of 2010.
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Sandra Lee Kunimoto, Chairperson of the Board of Agriculture, was appointed by Governor Linda Lingle to lead the
Hawaii Department of Agriculture in January 2003. Under her direction, the department safeguards, promotes and creates
opportunities for Hawaii’s agriculture through its programs in land, water, biosecurity, financing, marketing, animal and
plant health, food safety and quality assurance. She has worked in agriculture for over 30 years and received a Bachelor
of Science degree from U.C. Berkeley in the Biology of Natural Resources and a MBA from the University of Hawaii.

Agency & Organization–to-Farmer Speed Dating
3:45 – 5:15
Hokulani Ballroom #2
Hawaii Department of Agriculture
The Hawaii Seals of Quality program is a “branding” initiative mandated by the State Legislature in 2002 to protect the
value and integrity of the Hawaii brand for fresh and processed agricultural products. Only products that are certified by
the State to be genuine, Hawaii grown, Hawaii made, and premium quality, are allowed into the program. The Buy Local, It
Matters program is a “call-to-action” campaign to encourage consumers to buy fresh, locally grown produce or locally
raised proteins to support Hawaii farmers and ranchers, rather than products from somewhere else.
Speaker: Matthew Loke, Ph.D is Administrator, Agricultural Development Division, Hawaii Department of Agriculture
(HDOA). He oversees agricultural data collection, analyses, marketing and grant administration for the department.
University of Hawaii College of Tropical Agriculture
Join Carl Everson to learn about the range of research, education and public outreach resources offered by Hawaii’s College
of Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources. With Extension and Research programs statewide covering production agriculture, natural resource management, nutrition, home gardening, family and youth education, and more, CTAHR has something of interest for everyone.
Speaker: Carl Evensen is a the Interim Associate Dean and Director of Cooperative Extension with the College of Tropical
Agriculture and Human Resources at the University of Hawaii at Manoa. He is responsible for administering CTAHR’s extension outreach programs statewide. He was born and raised in Hawaii, is trained as an agronomist and has worked on
agricultural production and environmental protection issues locally and internationally for the past 30 years.
Hawaii Ag Tourism Association
Hawaii AgriTourism Association (HATA) is a statewide organization of fruit, flower, vegetable, coffee farmers and ranchers,
county economic development staff, Education professionals, and tourism bureaus committed to diversified agriculture.
Speaker: Lani Weigert is CEO and Co-owner of Ali‘i Kula Lavender on Maui. She is also the President of Hawai‘i AgriTourism
Association, a statewide organization. After working in the travel industry for 28 years, Lani created Ali‘i Kula Lavender, a
premier agtourism venue on Maui. She is a board member of the Agricultural Leadership Foundation of Hawaii and a founding member of the Hawaii Agriculture Department’s Seal of Quality program .
Hawaii Floriculture and Nursery Association (HFNA)
Join Eric S. Tanouye as he shares information about HFNA and how the organization supports its members’ business success.
This collaborative association works to develop and enact policies that advance the common business interests of its members
in the areas of education, marketing, research and services. In general they work towards better conditions that promote
and sustain an economically viable flower and plant industry, including the promotion of Hawaii flowers and plants exports.
Speaker: Eric Tanouye, Vice-President and General Manager of Green Point Nurseries, oversees the daily operations of the
busy floral growing, packing, sales and export business. His industry involvement includes serving as President of the Hawaii
Florists and Shippers Association, Vice President of the Kanoelehua Industrial Area Association, Vice President of the Hawaii
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Tropical Flower Council and as a delegate to the Hawaii Anthurium Industry Association. After graduating from high school,
and completion of the Agricultural Leadership Foundation of Hawaii program, Eric studied at the University of Hawaii, prior
to assuming a role in the growing family corporation.
Hawaii Farm Bureau Federation
The Hawaii Farm Bureau Federation is a non-profit organization of farming families united for the purpose of analyzing
problems and formulating action to ensure the future of agriculture thereby promoting the well-being of farming and the
State’s economy. The Hawaii Farm Bureau Federation is Hawaii’s largest non-profit general agricultural advocacy organization, representing approximately 1,600 farm and ranch family members statewide. They are affiliated with the American
Farm Bureau Federation, which has a membership of over 6,000,000 families in 2,800 counties across America. The Farm
Bureau Federation is very active at the National, State and County levels, advocating for farmers and ranchers in policies
and laws and bringing about change to adapt agriculture to meet the needs of people today and tomorrow.
Speaker: Brian Miyamoto, Director of Communication, Hawaii Farm Bureau Federation.
Hawaii Farmers Union
Hawaii Farmers Union is a branch of the National Farmers Union, one of America’s oldest and most distinguished farming
organization, representing over 200,000 members nationwide and advocating for family farmers, ranchers, fishers and rural
communities since 1902. The mission of Hawaii Farmers Union (HFU) is to advance the rights of farmers to create vibrant
and prosperous agricultural communities for the benefit of all through cooperation, legislation, and education.
Speakers: Eden Peart, HFU President, is a farmer and librarian involved with community and school gardens and youth
camps, and promotes and educates about co-operatives on Hawai‘i Island. HFU Vice President Lydi Morgan-Bernal is an
urban gardener and School Garden Program Director for the Kokua Hawai‘i Foundation on O‘ahu.
Kokua Hawai‘i Foundation (KHF)
The Kokua Hawai‘i Foundation supports environmental education in the schools and communities of Hawai‘i. KHF mission
is to provide students with experiences that will enhance their appreciation for and understanding of their environment so
they will be lifelong stewards of the earth. Join speed dater, Dexter, as he shares updates on Kokua’s efforts to bring healthy
local food to Hawaii’s school children. More importantly, learn how you can help!
Speaker: Dexter Kishida is the school foods coordinator for Kokua Hawaii Foundation’s AINA In Schools program. He is
an advocate of the farm-to-school movement for Hawai‘i schools, and with a background in food service is passionate
about connecting our Hawaii grown keiki with Hawaii grown food.
US Department of Energy
Which crops and what processing for biofuels: Speak to the U.S. Department of Energy about the investment they are
making investigating various crops and processes to convert them to biofuel. Hear about which crops have been considered
and how the producer will need to prepare them for market. Have the information to consider your land, labor and water
supply in making crop selection.
Speaker: Steve Lindenberg has directed environmental compliance and business line research and development for more
than thirty years. He currently works as a Senior Advisor to the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Renewable Energy at the U.S.
DOE. In that position he has responsibility for coordinating efforts to expand deployment of energy efficiency, advanced
vehicles, wind, solar, water, geothermal and biomass energy resources across the Pacific region. He is responsible for working
with State and Territorial staff, electric utilities, real estate developers, vehicle manufacturers and dealers, fuel suppliers
and others to help inform decision-makers on efficiency and renewable opportunities to reduce delays in industry adoption
of the department’s developed technologies.
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USDA-Farm Services Agency
The B-CAP - Biomass Crop Assistance Program is intended to provide direct economic stimulus for the planting, production,
harvest, collection, storage and transport of biomass materials to qualified biomass conversion facilities and within selected
project areas; thus, planting the seeds for a new biomass industry's success in Hawaii.
Speaker: Steve Peterson grew up on a dairy farm in Northeast Iowa. He attended the University of Northern Iowa, University
of Kansas and the University of North Dakota. He has worked for the US Department of Agriculture's Farm Service Agency
since 1979 in the capacities of County Executive Director and District Director in Iowa. In 1999, he moved to Hawaii to become the Chief Program Specialist for FSA in Hawaii and the Pacific Basin.
USDA-Natural Resources and Conservation Services (NRCS)
The NRCS works in partnership with Soil & Water Conservation Districts and other local partners to provide conservation
technical and financial assistance to private land owners. Using the various programs included in the latest Farm Bill, NRCS
helps farmers and ranchers protect our natural resources through conservation stewardship. This includes an increased emphasis on biofuel crop production.
Speaker: Lawrence T. Yamamoto is the Director of the Pacific Islands Area for the Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS) in Honolulu, Hawaii. The NRCS Pacific Islands Area includes the State of Hawaii, the Territory of American Samoa,
the Territory of Guam, the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, the Federated States of Micronesia, the Republic
of the Marshall Islands, and the Republic of Palau.
USDA Risk Management Agency
This discussion will focus on the Risk Management Agency’s (RMA) efforts to evaluate the potential for offering crop insurance products for biofuel crops through the Federal crop insurance program. An overview will be provided of the research
conducted to date, and ongoing work related to biofuel crops. This will also be an opportunity for RMA to learn more about
the risk management needs of growers in Hawaii.
Speaker: Kent Lanclos is currently an Assistant to the Associate Administrator of the Risk Management Agency (RMA) in
Washington, DC. Previously, he served as the Senior Underwriter for RMA and before that, as Senior Economist. Kent
received his doctorate in Agricultural Economics from Purdue University in 1994.
USDA-Rural Development
USDA Rural Development will be providing information on resources available to farmers regarding loan and grant programs
applicable to renewable energy and value-added financing opportunities. Discussion will also center around USDA’s Know
Your Farmer, Know Your Food initiative.
Speaker: Timothy W. O’Connell is the Assistant to the State Director for USDA Rural Development. Tim manages the
Rural Energy for America Program (REAP) and is the Cooperative Development Specialist—providing technical assistance
to agricultural cooperatives. Tim came to Hawaii in 1990 after serving a five year stint as an agricultural loan officer in
Washington State. He graduated from Washington State University in 1983 with a B.S. degree in Agricultural Economics. He
is also a Class IV graduate of the Agricultural Leadership Foundation of Hawaii and has served on the Board of Directors
since 1993 (fulfilling the position of Secretary, Board of Directors from 1993-2007.)
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Integrated Farming Systems: Growing more with less
through Natural Farming and Aquaponics
3:45 – 5:15 pm
Hokulani Ballroom #3
Go beyond aquaponic basics with CTAHR’s Clyde Tamaru and Dr. Bradley Fox who will share the latest research and developments in this emergent approach to local food and fuel production. Dr. Fox will present on the innovative aquaponic
system dubbed the “Waimanalo Prototype”. This prototype, launched with several Hawaiian Homesteads communities, provides a glimpse of what it will take for Hawaii to decrease its reliance on imports while producing its own food and energy.
Catch the Natural Farming buzz with Eric Weinert who will share what drew him to this farming method and how his
farming operation has improved. He will present on specifics of the development and application of the inputs, many of
which can be made on-farm and will talk about crops that are well suited to these methods. Through photos from his visit
to Korea, see visuals of the positive results he witnessed in Natural Farming crops in the method’s mother country and
learn if this is the right approach for your operation.
Speakers
Clyde Tamaru has been an aquaculture specialist with the University of Hawai`i at Manoa, College of Tropical
Agriculture and Human Resources (CTAHR) since 1995 and currently heads the aquaculture extension and outreach efforts in the CTAHR through the Department of Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering. Born and raised in Hawaii and a
product of the public school system, he got his BS in Biology and MS in Zoology at the University of Hawaii at Manoa. His
doctorate was obtained from the Faculty of Agriculture, Department of Fisheries at the University of Tokyo. A graduate of
the Agriculture Leadership Program (Class IX) he uses his training to forge collaborative partnerships within the public and
private sectors to maintain and extensive research and extension portfolio that covers both ancient and modern aquaculture
activities. All of his efforts are focused on providing the best science based information available in order for aquaculture
and aquaponic stakeholders to make informed decisions.
Dr. Bradley (Kai) Fox is a researcher at the University of Hawai‘i at Manoa, College of Tropical Agriculture and
Human Resources. Kai participates in extension, outreach, and conducts research in integrated farming technology at
Windward Community College. He has a BS in Biology, a MS in Animal Science, and a Ph.D. in Molecular Biosciences and
Bioengineering. His primary goal is to transfer sustainable farming technologies to the public to help increase Hawaii’s
food independence.
Eric Weinert has over 30 years agricultural experience in Hawaii. He helped establish the exotic fruit industry in Hawaii
(Rambutan & Longan) and currently manages the Hawaii operations of Calavo Growers, Inc., the largest exporter of
papaya to the US mainland. Last fall Eric toured Korea to study Natural Farming and is applying many of those techniques
to crops in Hawaii including papaya.

Pau Hana Reception
5:15 – 7:00 pm
Hokulani Ballroom #4 & 5, lanai and lawn
This pau hana no host reception will feature more locally sourced food treats and music by Jeff Peterson. Join us as we celebrate the recently selected Heroes of Agriculture, Food and the Environment; shake their hands and give them a resounding
round of applause.
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Friday September 24, 2010
Registration
8:00 am – 8:45 am
Hokulani Ballroom #4 & 5

2010 Hawaii Agriculture Conference Tradeshow Exhibits
8:00 am – 2:00 pm
Hokulani Ballroom #4 & 5
Visit over 30 exhibitors and learn about resources that can help you grow your business, learn about innovative practices
and connect to others who believe in agriculture as an important part of Hawaii’s future. Businesses, government agencies
and nonprofit organizations will all have presence at the Tradeshow. Learn about some of the latest technology tools in the
Web Tools for Connecting area. The exhibits room will feature café like seating areas, free wireless connections to the
internet and food and beverages throughout the day. Please make sure to visit the exhibits during the continental breakfast,
session breaks and the networking lunch.

Welcome and Opening Remarks
8:45 – 9:00 am
Hokulani Ballroom #3
John McHugh, President of Agricultural Leadership Foundation of Hawaii
Diane Ley, State Executive Director, USDA Farm Service Agency

Keynote Presentation
9:00 – 9:30 am
Hokulani Ballroom #3
Keynote Presentation – A Path to our Future
A new renewable energy based economy has the ability to help pull ourselves out of economic troubles; find a new path
away from the uncertainty and extreme volatility of imported fossil fuels; and help correct the environmental degradation
caused by the massive use of fossil fuels for decades. We must and can squarely address these challenges and seize new opportunities for economic growth. Some of these efforts will be practical and fairly easy. Other actions are going to involve
clearly seeing the vision; setting out to take calculated high risks; and gaining the skills to be quick to adapt the model. President Obama and the U.S. Department of Agriculture are strong advocates in leading this renewable energy transformation
with vision, strategies and resources to support the private sector and the collaborative leadership of organizations such as
the Hawaii Rural Development Council. Ms. Bittleman will update the conference on the progress of USDA's energy programs.
Speaker
Sarah Bittleman is a Senior Advisor to Secretary Tom Vilsack of the United States Department of Agriculture. She joined
the Secretary’s Office in January 2010 serving as a policy advisor on energy, Environmental Protection Agency issues, Title
I programs and other areas related to production agriculture. Bittleman previously worked for the Department of the Interior,
the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives on a range of policy and strategic development issues involving agriculture,
energy, natural resources and climate change. She has a Master of Public Administration from East Carolina University, a
Juris Doctorate from Tulane University of Law School and a BA in Political Science from Union College in New York. Sarah
will be the Friday morning keynote speaker
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Plenary Session: Food AND Fuel: Maintaining a Balance
9:30 – 10:30 am
Hokulani Ballroom #3
Hawaii has the capacity and resources to produce and sustain both essential systems an be good stewards of the land,
good neighbors in its communities and globally competitive. Learn how the various plans for sustainability in the areas of
food and energy security are currently being addressed. This session is to provide current data and information about what
it means to the sector to increase biofuel production across the state. This session is part of the day-long Hawaii Biomass
& Bioenergy Workshop: What’s the Buzz? & What’s in it for Hawaii’s Agriculture? being developed by U. S. Department of
Agriculture. Please see session and speaker details on the Hawaii Biomass & Bioenergy Workshop details pages 28-31.
Speakers
• Russell Kokubun, Vice President, Hawaii State Senate
• Dr. Makena Coffman, Assistant Professor of Urban & Regional Planning at the University of Hawaii at Manoa
• Abbey Mayer, Director, Hawaii State Office of Planning
• John Cross, Manager for Ed Olson, landowner in Ka‘u (Invited)

Concurrent Sessions
Hawaii Biomass & Bioenergy Workshop:
What’s the Buzz & What’s in it for Hawaii’s Agriculture?
10:45 am – 5:00 pm
Hokulani Ballroom #3
On Friday the U. S. Department of Agriculture presents the following sessions:
• USDA Biofuels Roadmap – Presidents Obama’s Plan to Transition America’s Energy Economy
• Fuel Purchasing – Who’s doing the “Pulling” in the Military
• Why Biomass & Biofuels for Hawaii?
• What’s in it for Producers?
• Federal Resources to Assist
• Expanding the U.S. (Hawaii) Biofuels Market – Outreach Meeting and Facilitated Discussion
Please see session and speaker details on the Hawaii Biomass & Bioenergy Workshop pages 28-30.

A Summit on Rural Hawaii:
The Data, The Dilemmas, and The Opportunities
1:00 pm – 5:00 pm
Hokulani Ballroom #2
Following a recent statewide listening sessions the Hawaii Rural Development Council will host a series of presentations,
conversations and planning on topics such as rural business development, food security, access to broadband and renewable
energy. Please see session and speaker details on the Summit for Rural Hawaii pages 26-27.
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Friday, September 24
Networking Lunch (picnic box lunch)
12:00 – 1:00 pm
Hokulani Ballroom #4 & 5
Pick up your picnic lunch in the Tradeshow Exhibits room and join new friends at any of the various locations set aside for
comfortable casual networking….or visit the Tradeshow, or preview the film in Hokulani Ballroom #2.

Film Screening: Na Kupu Mana’olana – Seeds of Hope –
the Future of Agriculture in Hawaii
12:00 – 1:00 pm
Hokulani Ballroom #2
For over 1,000 years the Hawaiian people produced enough food to support an estimated population of one million. Today,
85% of their food is imported. And if current trends continue, Hawaii’s last agricultural lands will be gone by 2040. Can
Hawaii change course in time? Yes. This new documentary will expose the world to the individual heroes that are working
to solve the biggest issue facing this beloved remote island paradise: “How Can Hawaii Feed Itself?” These “seeds of hope,”
innovative farmers – both large and small, ranchers, distributors, educators and everyday citizens are scattered throughout
the island chain and are growing new ideas that can solve Hawaii’s food crisis and inspire a world to become more sustainable
while returning to the land. Through personal stories, the film will explore the major issues facing Hawaii: The post plantation
period, food security, education, nutrition and will demonstrate how everyone, from industrial farms to traditional taro farmers,
must work together to solve these issues. The screening at the 2010 Hawaii Agriculture Conference is a 30-minute preview
of the 2 hour film being developed by award-winning island filmmaker Danny Miller for Hawaii Public Television.

Follow the Water: Hawaii’s Drought Dilemma
1:05 – 2:20 pm
Hokulani Ballroom #1
Drought is a reality in Hawai‘i. On July 21, 2010, the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) designated all four counties in Hawai‘i
as primary disaster areas due to losses caused by drought that began January 1, 2010, and continues, with news media describing
the drought in Hawai‘i as the worst in the United States. This session will present stories of Hawai‘i’s drought challenges through
distinct data lenses that consider rainfall and water availability in island ecosystems, wildfires and other hazards, impacts on
ecosystem services, and the social, cultural, and economic impacts of drought. The panel presenters will talk story about multiagency collaborative projects currently underway to understand drought patterns and impacts and how we all can improve
county, state, and federal mitigation and adaptation planning efforts. Everyone from farmers to policy makers will benefit from
information to be shared at the session about web-based tools, data, and other resources available to support drought mitigation
and community resilience planning efforts. This session will be moderated by Marina Piscolish of MAPping Change, LLC.
Speakers
Neal D. J. Fujii, the Hawai‘i State Drought and Water Conservation Coordinator in the Commission on Water Resource Management, Planning Branch, Department of Land and Natural Resources, earned a Bachelor of Science
degree in meteorology from the University of Hawai‘i, and has formerly served as the State’s Climatologist. He administers
the development of a statewide water conservation framework. This includes the development and implementation of the
State Drought Plan and the State Agency Water Conservation Plan. He organizes and facilitates the State’s Drought Council
and serves on the Hawai‘i State Hazard Mitigation Forum.
Dr. Cheryl L. Anderson, Ph.D., is the Director of the Hazards, Climate, and Environment Program, University of
Hawai‘i Social Science Research Institute and a certified urban/regional planner. For the last sixteen years, she has con23

Program Description
ducted research and planning projects on climate and disaster risk management in the Pacific, with attention to gender, traditional ecological knowledge, and socioeconomic aspects of risk reduction and resilience. She is the primary author of Hawai‘i
State’s Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan. She serves on the boards and advisory committees of Pacific regional and Hawai‘i State
collaborations on climate change and disaster risk reduction, such as PRiMO and the Hawaii State Hazard Mitigation Forum.
Kevin Kodama serves as the Senior Service Hydrologist for the NOAA/National Weather Service’s Honolulu Forecast
Office and a meteorologist for the Central Pacific Hurricane Center. He has been a meteorologist since 1989 and has worked
for NOAA since 1995. Kevin has a Bachelor of Science degree in Atmospheric Sciences from the University of Washington
(1988) and a Master of Science degree in Meteorology from the University of Hawai‘i at Ma-noa (1995). Since 1999, Kevin
has provided weekly input to the U.S. Drought Monitor (now part of the National Integrated Drought Information System)
regarding conditions in Hawai‘i and provides input on climate and weather conditions to the Hawai‘i Drought Council.
Dr. Kenneth Y. Kaneshiro, Ph.D., serves as Director of the Center for Conservation Research & Training and Director
of the Hawaiian Evolutionary Biology Program at the University of Hawai‘i at Ma-noa. He also serves as the Executive Director of the Hawai‘i Conservation Alliance which is a cooperative partnership of 16 government, education and
non-profit organizations. The mission of the HCA is to promote effective, long-term management of Hawaii’s native ecosystems through collaborative research, training and outreach among land managers, scientists, educators and the general
public. Dr. Kaneshiro received his BS, MS, and Ph.D. degrees from the University of Hawai‘i at Ma-noa.
Dr. Marina Avi Piscolish, Ph.D., is the President and Principal Partner of MAPping Change, LLC. Dr. Piscolish is an
experienced facilitator, mediator, strategic advisor, and trainer serving the public, private and not-for-profit sectors with a
specialty in environment, education, and social justice issues in cross-cultural, complex or high-conflict settings. Her unique
expertise combines knowledge of organizational planning and development, dispute resolution, and facilitative leadership
to create capacity and climate for collaboration and strategic change. Additional professional services include systems and
program design, project development, research and program evaluation.

Optimizing Hawaii Crops for Food Self Sufficiency:
Import Replacements and Invasive Species
2:25 – 3:40 pm
Hokulani Ballroom #1
Two key issues in Hawaii’s path to food self sufficiency include identifying appropriate crops that have stable markets and
ensuring we protect those crops we plan to rely upon. Best Management Practice resources for early detection and eradication of target pests will be shared as well as examples of collaborations between conservation management professionals
and agricultural producers. Info about the Weed Risk Assessment will also be shared.
Confirmed Speakers
Jacqueline Kozak is the Communications Coordinator for the Hawai`i Invasive Species Council (HISC). A Community
Outreach Specialist since 2005, Jackie worked with farmers, students, nursery owners, and cultural practitioners to raise
awareness about the impacts of invasive species and collaboratively work together to prevent their spread. She has served
on the board of directors for Garden Island Resource Conservation and Development, Garden Island Arts Council, and the
Landscaping Industry Council of Hawaii and is an active member of the Hawai`i Environmental Education Alliance. She participated in the Agricultural Forum on Kaua`i, chairing the group on invasive pests. She is on the steering committee for the
`Aina Ho`ola o Mailikukahi (Hands Turned to Soil) annual conference on youth and food sovereignty. She moved to O`ahu
in 2009 to pursue graduate classes in the Department of Urban and Regional Planning at UH Manoa with an interest in
local food systems planning and citizen engagement in conservation.
Andy Kaufman, ASLA, MLA, Ph.D. Associate. Prof./Landscape Specialist Dept. Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences College
of Tropical Ag & Human Resources. Dr. Kaufman s educational background consists of a BA in Ornamental, MA in Landscape
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Friday, September 24 & Saturday, September 25
Architect, MA in Sociology and a Ph.D. in Horticulture. He is an award winning landscape designer with a background in the
landscape industry covering landscape and irrigation design, installation and maintenance, and arboriculture for commercial
and residential projects throughout Western US and Hawaii. He currently teaches courses in landscape architecture, arboriculture
practices and horticulture at the University of Hawaii. His research involves human issues in horticulture/people-plant interactions, essentially how plants affect people socially, psychologically, and physiologically and the implications on design and the
landscape industry. He also conducts research on green roof technologies for tropical environments.
Moderated by Dr. Ted Radovitch is an Associate Specialist with the Sustainable & Organic Farming Systems program at
UH Ma-noa in Tropical Soil and Plant Sciences College of Tropical Ag & Human Resources, focusing on ecology and
sustainable agriculture. He also specializes in Yield and Quality of Food Crops.

Integrating Animals on Your Farm: Sustainability and Food Safety
3:45 – 5:00 pm
Hokulani Ballroom #1
There is increased understanding that including animals in your farming equation contributes to sustainable agriculture. Dr.
LaSalle will share his research informed thoughts on the why’s and how’s of including animals on your farm. While worthy of
exploration and consideration, issues of food and a farm safety must also be part of the conversation. Jim Hollyer has extensive
experience as a Food Safety Certification Coach throughout the state and will dialogue with LaSalle about Hawaii’s challenges.
Join the conversation to help shape a path that can lead to safe and ecologically enhanced food and farming systems in Hawaii.
Speakers
Timothy LaSalle, Ph.D. is Founder/Director of NewEra Agriculture, graduate and former CEO of the California Agriculture Leadership Foundation and an internationally sought-after speaker on sustainable farming. His keynote presentation,
grounded in an international worldview, will highlight opportunities for the agricultural sector to mitigate issues of changing
climate, limited fossil fuels, global trade, diet-related health issues, and other economic challenges that continue to squeeze
profits from farmers livelihoods by focusing on soil health, biological intelligence, engineering innovation and economic
redesign. As Rodale Institute’s first CEO, Tim LaSalle championed his science-based hope for a regenerative food system
that will mitigate climate change and prevent famine. LaSalle was raised on a dairy farm and was a fellow, the president,
the CEO, and eventually the Director of Education of the California Agricultural Leadership Program.
James Hollyer, M.S. ADAP Project Manager/Food Safety Educator, University of Hawai`i at Manoa, College of
Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources Jim is an international program manager, agricultural economist and an onfarm food safety coach. He has been working with colleagues for the last 10 years to build Hawaii farms’ capacity to compete in a global marketplace when it comes to farm food safety. Jim is also the co-author of books such as Taro: Mauka to
Makai, This Hawaii Product Went to Market, and 85 Plants for Hawaiian Lei Gardens.

Saturday September 25, 2010
Grown on Oahu Bus Tour
8:00 am – 2:00 pm
meet in hotel lobby, advance registration required
See how diversified agriculture is adding profits and sustainability to farms. Experience Kahuku Farm’s value-added focus,
Kualoa Ranch agtourism activities and MA‘O Farms efforts to raise a community health through a recently launched CSA,
community supported agriculture. Call Lani Wiegert to inquire about last minute availability 808-283-3777.
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Hawaii Rural Development Council
A Summit on Rural Hawaii: The Data, The Dilemmas, and The Opportunities
All activities are located in Hokulani Ballroom Room #2
8:00-8:45 Registration and Continental Breakfast and visit the Tradeshow
8:45-9:00 Welcome
• Diane Ley, State Executive Director, USDA Farm Service Agency
• Chris Kanazawa, State Director, USDA Rural Development
• Bill Hagy, Deputy Administrator Rural Business Cooperative Service, USDA Rural Development
9:00-9:30 Introductory Remarks
• Sarah Bittleman, Senior Advisor to the Secretary of Agriculture, USDA
9:30-10:30 Food AND Fuel for Hawaii
• Russell Kokubun, Hawaii State Senate, Vice President
• Dr. Makena Coffman, Assistant Professor of Urban & Regional Planning at UH, Manoa (invited)
• Abbey Mayer, Hawaii State Office of Planning
• John Cross, Manager for Ed Olson, landowner in Kau (invited)
10:30-10:45 15 minute break
10:45-11:55 Opportunity to visit the Tradeshow or concurrent sessions at the conference
11:55-12:00 5 minute break
12:00-1:00 Networking Lunch
Na Kupu Mana’olana – Seeds of Hope-the Future of Agriculture in Hawaii
1:00-1:05 5 minute break
1:05-2:20 A Summit on Rural Hawaii: The Data, The Dilemmas, and The Opportunities
Welcome and Opening
• Statewide Summit Goals
• Background on the USDA Listening Effort and its Relevance to Hawaii
Introductions: Partners, Sponsors and Funders, Special Guests and Participants
Description of the Process to Date: Statewide Meetings, April – August; Western Regional Meeting, Las Vegas,
June; Summary Report Developed
2:25-3:40 Review of Summary Report from Statewide Meetings
• Strengths, Successes, Opportunities and Special Challenges in Rural Hawaii
• Needs & Ideas for 4 Focus Issues: energy, food security, business development, broadband
• Systemic Solutions: What each sector of the community can do to help. (i.e., not-for-profit, government, business)
2:20-2:25 5 minute break
2:25-3:40 Speaker Presentations on 4 Focus Issues
• Robin Danner, Council for Native Hawaiian Advancement – rural broadband
• Chris Kanazawa, State Director for USDA RD - rural economic development
• David Fuertes, Hawaii Rural Development Council – local food systems
• Jeff Mikulina, Blue Planet Foundation – alternative energy
Legislators’ Share Mana‘o – brief statements of concern, encouragement, specific legislation to watch, citizen
or group actions to take
3:40-3:45 5 minute break
3:45-5:00 Facilitation of Group Consensus: Identify potential projects that HRDC or others can take
the lead on; establish working groups to continue dialogue and planning, advocacy efforts
Summary of Agreements and Next Steps
Invitation to Participate in upcoming events designed to maintain momentum and deepen the work

Hawaii Agriculture Conference
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Celebrating Change
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Hawaii Rural Development Council
A Summit on Rural Hawaii: The Data, The Dilemmas, and The Opportunities

About the Hawai‘i Rural Development Council
The Hawai‘i Rural Development Council (HRDC) is a statewide nonprofit organization committed to promoting and supporting the rural-based economic welfare of the State. Incorporated in 2003, the HRDC board of directors includes representatives from nonprofit and regional support organizations; federal, state, and county governments; private sector and
community representatives; and Native Hawaiians.
The HRDC, in collaboration with the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, has recently completed a series of neighbor
island meetings to obtain input from these rural communities regarding four key issues: local food systems and food
security, renewable energy, community economic development, and rural broadband service. These initial listening sessions
were conducted on Oahu, Hawaii, Maui, Kauai, and Molokai as a prelude to a statewide Summit on Rural Hawaii.
With this collective information, HRDC will provide support for a national effort spearheaded by the Partners for Rural
America (PRA) to infuse more resources into rural programs and policies. This effort was reinvigorated with the Obama administration and is a currently a key area of focus for the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA). At the local
level, a primary goal of the HRDC and the Summit on Rural Hawaii will be the identification of rural programs, policy initiatives and implementation plans that align with regional and federal priorities and resources.
The HRDC is also the sponsor of the film Na Kupu Mana‘olana – Seeds of Hope-the Future of Agriculture in Hawaii. The
screening at the 2010 Hawaii Agriculture Conference is a 30-minute preview of the 2 hour film being developed by awardwinning island filmmaker Danny Miller for Hawaii Public Television.
For over 1,000 years the Hawaiian people produced enough food to support an estimated population of one million. Today,
85% of their food is imported. And if current trends continue, Hawaii’s last agricultural lands will be gone by 2040. Can
Hawaii change course in time? Yes. This new documentary will expose the world to the individual heroes that are working
to solve the biggest issue facing this beloved remote island paradise: “How Can Hawaii Feed Itself?” These “seeds of
hope,” innovative farmers – both large and small, ranchers, distributors, educators and everyday citizens are scattered
throughout the island chain and are growing new ideas that can solve Hawaii’s food crisis and inspire a world to become
more sustainable while returning to the land. Through personal stories, the film will explore the major issues facing Hawaii:
The post plantation period, food security, education, nutrition and will demonstrate how everyone, from industrial farms to
traditional taro farmers, must work together to solve these issues.

Speakers
• Robin Danner, President & CEO, Council for Native Hawaiian Advancement – rural broadband
• Chris Kanazawa, State Director for USDA Rural Development for Hawaii and the Pacific Basin – rural economic development
• David Fuertes, Board Member, Hawaii Rural Development Council – local food systems
• Jeff Mikulina, Executive Director, Blue Planet Foundation – alternative energy

Mahalo Nui Loa to those who helped bring this effort to fruition:
• Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco for providing both financial and facilitation support for the island convening’s and
the Summit
• Bank of Hawaii for providing financial support
• Partners for Rural America in coordination with USDA-Rural Development for providing financial support
• Marina Piscolish from Mapping Change, LLC for providing facilitation support
• 2010 Hawaii Agriculture Conference and Agricultural Leadership Foundation of Hawaii for providing venue, logistical and
promotional support for the summit
• Dickie Nelson, Caren Diamond, Lucienne DeNaie, and Malia Akutagawa for providing logistical support with the neighbor
island convening’s
• HRDC board members who volunteered their time to planning and implementing the rural convening’s
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Hawaii Biomass and Bioenergy Workshop:
What’s the Buzz? & What’s in it for Hawaii’s Agriculture?
All activities unless otherwise noted are located in Hokulani Ballroom Room #3
8:00-8:45

Registration and Continental Breakfast and visit the Tradeshow

8:45-9:00

Welcome
• Diane Ley, State Executive Director, USDA Farm Service Agency
• Chris Kanazawa, State Director, USDA Rural Development
• Bill Hagy, Special Assistant for Alternative Energy Policy for USDA Rural Development

9:00-9:30

Introductory Remarks
• Sarah Bittleman, Senior Advisor to the Secretary, USDA

9:30-10:30

Food AND Fuel for Hawaii
• Russell Kokubun, Vice President, Hawaii State Senate
• Dr. Makena Coffman, Assistant Professor of Urban & Regional Planning at University of Hawaii, Manoa
• Abbey Mayer, Director, Hawaii State Office of Planning
• John Cross, Land Manager, Ed Olson Trust (Invited)

10:30-10:45

15 minute break

10:45-11:55

USDA Biofuels Roadmap – President Obama’s Plan to Transition America’s Energy Economy
• Sarah Bittleman, Senior Advisor to the Secretary, USDA, and Bill Hagy, USDA Rural Development
Fuel Purchasing – Who is Doing the “Pulling” in the Military
• Chris Tindal, Director for Operational Energy, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Energy Office (Invited)
Panel A – Why Biomass & Biofuels for Hawaii?
• Maria Tome, Hawaii Department of Business, Economic Development & Tourism
• Cecily Barnes, Hawaii Electric Industries
• Andrew Hashimoto, University of Hawaii at Manoa College of Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources

11:55-12:00
12:00-1:00
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5 minute break
Networking Lunch

1:00-1:05

5 minute break

1:05-2:05

Panel B – What’s in it for Producers?
• Duane Okamoto, Hawaii Department of Agriculture
• Stevie Whalen, Hawaii Agriculture Research Center
• Eileen O’Hara, Pacific Biodiesel LLC
• Chris Benjamin, Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar
• Paul Zorner, Hawaii Bioenergy, LLC

2:05-2:10

5 minute break

2:10-3:10

Panel C – Federal Resources to Assist
• Dr. Dennis Gonsalves, USDA Pacific Basin Agriculture Research Center
• Lynn Tjeerdsma, USDA Farm Service Agency
• Tim O’Connell, USDA Rural Development
• Mike Robotham, USDA Natural Resource Conservation Service
• Steve Lindenberg, US Department of Energy

3:10-3:15

5 minute break

3:15-4:00

Expanding the U.S. (Hawaii) Biofuels Market
Facilitated discussion on the opportunities and challenges to expand Hawaii biofuels production capabilities
and accessing “local” markets
• Sarah Bittleman, USDA Office of the Secretary & Bill Hagy, USDA Rural Development
• Diane Ley, USDA Farm Service Agency
• Tim O’Connell, USDA Rural Development

4:00-4:45

Stakeholder feedback on the USDA Biofuels Roadmap and local recommendations on how to meet the
Renewal Fuel Standards (RFS2)

Hawaii Biomass and Bioenergy Workshop: What’s the Buzz? & What’s in it for Hawaii’s Agriculture?
What’s the Buzz? & What’s in it for Hawaii’s Agriculture?

Welcome!
Biomass – Biofeed Stock – Biofuels – Bioenergy – Lots of buzz, but how do these components of the agricultural and
energy industries come together to create a new locally-grown and processed green energy economy that will enhance
Hawaii’s current agricultural industry; generate new business opportunities; establish our country’s energy security; and
proactively address global climate change?
We know the path is not clear. Yet, we know that players in Hawaii’s agricultural sector will persevere and find the way to
success and profits, as they have done in the past with traditional taro cultivation and aquaculture; sugar cane and pineapple
plantations; high value flowers and foliage exports; vegetable import replacements; and community supported agriculture
at farmers markets, grocery stores and restaurants.
Join us as the U.S. Department of Agriculture hosts the Hawaii Biomass & Bioenergy Workshop to learn more about a new
vision for a green energy economy; who is doing what research; who will buy the biomass and biofuels; and what it will
take to make this new sector a success. Also provide your input into the opportunities and challenges of this emerging
sector and share your thoughts on the USDA Biofuels Roadmap and recommendations on how to meet the Renewable
Fuel Standards for 2022 (RFS2).

Workshop Speakers
Cecily Barnes, Biofuels Manager is leading Hawaiian Electric's biofuels acquisition. During her 18 year tenure with Hawaiian Electric
she has managed Procurement and Supply Chain Logistics for the company, moving into her current biofuels role a little over one year
ago. Barnes completed her Executive MBA at the University of Hawaii in 2009.
Christopher Benjamin is the Senior Vice President, Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer of Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. (A&B) and General
Manager of Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Company, a division of A&B. In these capacities he oversees all financial matters of A&B
and its subsidiaries; day-to-day operations at HC&S; and development of renewable energy programs for A&B. Benjamin has a degree
in economics from the University of Michigan and an MBA from Harvard Business School.
Sarah Bittleman is a Senior Advisor to USDA Secretary Tom Vilsack specializing in energy, Environmental Protection Agency issues,
Title I programs and other areas related to production agriculture. Bittleman previously worked for the Department of the Interior, the
U.S. Senate and the House of Representatives on a range of policy and strategic development issues involving agriculture, energy,
natural resources and climate change. She holds a Master of Public Administration from East Carolina University, a Juris Doctorate
from Tulane University of Law School and a BA in Political Science from Union College in New York.
John Cross (Invited) – Land Manager, Ed Olson Trust. Bio not available at time program was printed.
Makena Coffman is an Assistant Professor of Urban and Regional Planning, University of Hawaii at Manoa. She teaches graduate
courses in environmental planning related to climate change mitigation and adaptation in the Asia/Pacific Region; energy policy; planning
methods; and environmental valuation. She specializes in economic-environment modeling, holds a BA in international relations from
Stanford University and a Ph.D. in economics from the University of Hawaii at Manoa. She is a Research Fellow with the University of
Hawaii Economic Research Organization.
Dennis Gonsalves is the Director of the USDA Pacific Basin Agricultural Research Center in Hilo, Hawaii. He has a BS in Horticulture
and Masters Degree in Plant Pathology from the University of Hawaii and a Ph.D. in Plant Pathology from the University of California
at Davis. He is well-known for his work in developing the genetically engineered ‘Rainbow” papaya at Cornell University.
William “Bill” Hagy is the Special Assistant for Alternative Energy Policy for USDA Rural Development. He provides support to the
Under Secretary for Rural Development and USDA Secretary Vilsack on policy matters relating to alternative energy development and
provides organizational leadership for various boards and committees including the Biomass Research and Development Board and
Technical Advisory Committee.
Andrew Hashimoto former Dean and Director of the College of Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources at the University of Hawaii
at Manoa. He now serves as a faculty member of the College. Hashimoto received his BS in Civil Engineering and MS in Environmental
Engineering from Cornell University. His area of research has been in anaerobic fermentation for methane production and pretreatment
of lignocelluloses for conversion to ethanol.
Chris Kanazawa is the State Director for USDA Rural Development for Hawaii and the Western Pacific and is responsible for the delivery
of federal programs in housing, business and community infrastructure, and facilities. Previously, Kanazawa focused his career in the
private sector, with over 23 years in the real estate development industry. He holds a BA in Economics from the University of Hawaii
and a MBA in Accounting and Finance from the University of Southern California Marshall School of Business.
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Russell Kokubun is the Vice-President of the Hawaii State Senate. He is also a member of the Ways and Means, Energy and Environment,
Higher Education, and Water, Land, Agriculture and Hawaiian Affairs Committees, and he previously served as the Chair of the Hawaii
2050 Sustainability Task Force. Kokubun has served in the Hawaii State Senate since 2000 and was previously elected to the Hawaii
County Council from 1984-1992. He established and operated a family farm on Hawaii Island. Kokubun graduated from Punahou School
and received a BBA from Southern Methodist University.
Diane Ley is the State Executive Director for the USDA Farm Service Agency (FSA) in Hawaii and the Pacific Basin and is responsible for
the delivery of farm credit, disaster assistance and conservation programs for farmers and ranchers. Ley has held administrative posts
with the County of Hawaii Department of Research and Development, the Hawaii Board of Agriculture and the Hawaii Farm Bureau. She
also operated a vegetable farm in Volcano and is an alumnus and board member of the Agricultural Leadership Foundation of Hawaii.
Steve Lindenberg is the Senior Advisor, Renewable Energy for the U.S. Department of Energy in Honolulu. He currently has responsibility
for coordinating efforts to expand deployment of energy efficiency, advanced vehicles, wind, solar, water, geothermal and biomass
energy resources across the Pacific region. Lindenberg has directed environmental compliance and business line research and development in the electric utility industry for more than thirty years.
Abbey Mayer, Director, State Office of Planning oversees the review and input to the State Land Use Commission on all petitions for
district boundary amendments; coordinating the State's Geographical Information System; and leading Hawaii's Coastal Zone Management Program. Mayer is Chair of the Ocean Resources Management Plan Policy Group and Chair of the State Climate Change Task
Force. He has a graduate degree in Accounting from UH – Manoa and a BA from Yale University.
Tim O’Connell is the Assistant to the Hawaii State Director of the USDA Rural Development. O’Connell manages the Rural Energy for
America Program by providing outreach, guidance and oversight to successful applicants. He also serves as the Cooperative Development
Specialist, is the coordinator for the Office of Community Development programs, manages internal planning and provides support in
marketing all USDA programs. O’Connell has a BS in Agricultural Economics from Washington State University and is an alumnus of
the Agricultural Leadership Foundation of Hawaii.
Eileen O’Hara is the Business Development Specialist for Pacific Biodiesel, Inc. and is currently working on developing a state-of-theart 2.6Mgpy biodiesel facility on the Island of Hawaii. She assists in grant writing and business planning for the Pacific Biodiesel family
of companies that operate in Hawaii and on the U.S. mainland, while also teaching online undergraduate and graduate economics
courses at two universities. Eileen holds a doctorate in Resource Economics from the University of Hawaii.
Duane Okamoto is the Deputy to the Chairperson for the Hawaii Department of Agriculture, where he has focused on matters as
diverse as Important Agricultural Lands, the Molokai Irrigation System Water Users Advisory Board, post-earthquake repairs of the
Waimea Irrigation System, the transfer of agricultural lands from DLNR to HDOA, and HDOA’s Energy Feedstock Program. Okamoto
has an MBA and previously managed his own consulting firm
Michael Robotham is the Assistant Director for Soil Science and Natural Resource Assessments for the USDA Natural Resource Conservation Service Pacific Islands Area. He has a doctoral degree in Agronomy and Soil Science from the University of Hawaii at Manoa
and has been involved with agriculture, soils and environmental quality related issues in Hawaii and the Pacific Islands since 1998, first
with the UH Cooperative Extension Service and for the past eight years with USDA-NRCS.
Chris Tindal (Invited) – Tindal is the Director for Operational Energy, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Energy Office. He is
responsible for setting policy and direction for the Department of Navy and promoting renewable energy resources. Tindal is a Professional Engineer and Certified Energy Manager. He graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy with a degree in Mechanical Engineering
and has been Navy man for over 30 years.
Lynn Tjeerdsma – Assistant Deputy Administrator for Farm Programs with the USDA Farm Service Agency. Bio not available at time
this program was printed.
Maria Tome is a Renewable Energy Program Manager at the Hawaii State Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism’s
Energy Office. She is a registered Professional Engineer with over twenty years experience in renewable and transportation energy in
Hawaii, including energy strategies, resource assessments, policy analysis and technical review of biomass, ethanol, biodiesel, methane,
solar, wind, and renewable portfolio standards. She oversaw the Bioenergy Master Plan project and a statewide biofuels assessment.
Stephanie A. Whalen is the Executive Director of the Hawaii Agriculture Research Center (formerly the Hawaiian Sugar Planter’s Association). She has over 30 years experience in the agricultural industry in Hawaii and has been involved a wide range of issues and
concerns relating to agriculture. HARC is currently involved in asset management to maintain infrastructure resources for the diversified
agriculture and is leading an effort to develop a specialty and biofuel crop farm model.
Paul Zorner is the President and CEO of Hawaii BioEnergy, a partnership of Hawaii landowners and financial investors that are focused
on energy and food security within the state. Zorner has worked in production agriculture and horticulture for over 30 years in the US
and internationally for both large Fortune 500 companies and a variety of agricultural based venture start-ups. Over the last 15 years,
his work has focused on converting agricultural biomass to renewable fuels, chemicals and value-added materials.
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Heroes of Agriculture, Food and Environment
Award Winners
We asked, and you answered! What an awesome response to a
simple widely distributed survey asking everyone whom they
think is befitting of these awards. Diversity abounds! We
were looking for the behind the scene heroes and
wanted to be inclusive versus exclusive. Thanks all for
your help in finding and acknowledging many who remain key to the health of our community. The Heroes
of Agriculture, Food and Environment are given in
memory of A. James “Jim” Wriston III and supported
by his friends and partners: Stephen Nimz, Alan Gottlieb and Stephen Swift.
Announcing – and including the charming and heartfelt
words of the nominators – the 2010 Heroes of Agriculture, Food
and the Environment.

Hawai‘i’s Oldest Commercial Farm
Isaac and Gladys Kanoa, Taro Growers, Maui – This taro farm, and all the taro farms of Keanae, has been perpetually
growing taro since before the time of Kahekili (mid 1700s). The Kanoa family has been taro farmers for generations. Before
the turn of the century the family also ran a poi mill in Keanae that closed in the 1950s.
James Peterson Jr. and Alan Peterson, Petersons’ Upland Farm, Oahu – It’s been nearly a century (1910), and
three generations, and Petersons’ Upland Farm continues to bless Wahiawa with fresh white and brown eggs. They are the
official egg supplier of Alan Wong’s Pineapple Room restaurant and Dot’s in Wahiawa.

Next Generation Taking Over the Farm Operation
Shin Ho and Neal Ho, Ho Farms, LLC, Oahu – This sister and brother form an invaluable support team for their family
farm business. The Ho’s have established brand marketing with sales to major retail food outlets (Foodland & Costco) and
have taken their family’s farm to the next level by employing conservation practices on their farm, and becoming one of the
first Food Safety certified farms in the state.
Eric Tanouye, Green Point Nursery, Hawai‘i – Eric consistently volunteers his time to advance the flower / nursery industry by improving and forming new trade organizations that will benefit the whole industry. Eric always tries to assist
those who request advice pertaining to industry related issues or problems. Eric extends his support beyond the agricultural
industry by bringing his expertise and time to groups to help address concerns for lost individuals needing assistance or
various other community related problems.
Sabrina White, Ponoholo Ranch, Hawai‘i – Sabrina helps her father run all aspects of the family ranch including human
resources, livestock inventory, production and sales. She volunteers on several agricultural related boards within the state.
Sabrina is also an Ag Leadership alumnus, Class XII.
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Heroes of Agriculture, Food and Environment Award Winners
Employees that Support Farm Owners and Contribute to Farm Excellence
Ben Grice and Herman Calpito, Carmencita Calpito Pacific Produce Inc., Maui – These three employees are the
heart and soul of the everyday operations and the reason for the overall success of our farm. Ben handles every aspect of
the operation with the energy and efficiency that no one can match. Herman’s positive attitude and solid reliability and versatility anchor the rest of the crew. Carmen is responsible for and carries out the most critical operation to the farms consistent
production.
Carolyn McNally and Shannon Gilbertson, Mountain View Anthuriums, Hawai‘i – Caroyln and Shannon consistently provide excellent performance and attention to detail. They never fail to show up to work and always attempt to
catch issues or mistakes before they manifest.

Cheryse Sana and Manny Miles, MA‘O Organic Farms, Oahu – Cheryse and Manny are the co-managers of MA‘O
Organic Farms. While only 21 and 26 respectively they provide excellent management to a diversified organic farming operations and fulltime college prep program. Under their management MA‘O is now one of the top 5 organic farms in the State
of Hawai‘i (by gross sales). They simply are the future of agriculture in Hawai‘i.

Farmer-Entrepreneurs doing Business with Excellence
Lisa Asagi, Asagi Hatchery, Oahu – Asagi Hatchery Inc. is a family-run business, one of the first and currently the only
commercial chicken hatchery in the State of Hawai‘i. Asagi Hatchery hatches chicks for small farms and sells to individuals
interested in raising chickens for food or as pets, sells eggs that are fertile and ready for hatching, and sells urban garden
and small farm supplies.
Al Galimba, Kuahiwi Ranch, Hawai‘i – Al is a salt of the earth guy who is dedicated to raising natural beef on Hawai‘i
Island. He has been committed to his craft for more than two decades, and he has persevered to get fresh, island beef into
supermarkets for his local communities.

Joel and Salvadore Gil, Coca Farm, Maui – The farmers Joel and Salvadore are hard-working men who work with excellence. They are committed to organic agriculture. They work hard and put in long hours preparing soil, planting, fertilizing,
managing insects and micro-life, sales, harvesting, packing, and delivering fresh produce. Their lettuce is beautiful and healthy!

Tom Greenwell, Greenwell Farms, Hawai‘i – Tom loves the challenge of introducing new concepts in the field that
improve gourmet quality and productivity of Kona coffee. Greenwell Farms has been instrumental in creating custom milling
and processing for smaller coffee farms and continues to support the small farmer. Tom is a member of the Hawai‘i Coffee
Association (president), Hawai‘i Coffee Growers Association, Kona Coffee Council, Specialty Coffee Association of America,
Pacific Coast Coffee Association, Hawai‘i Organics Farmers Association, Hawai‘i Leeward Planning Conference and the Kona
Kohala Chamber of Commerce.

Richard Ha, Hamakua Springs Country Farms, Hawai‘i – Richard is a pioneer who is constantly finding innovative
ways to stay ahead of the curve to operate his farm sustainably. He is dedicated to his workers and thinks of them as family,
and he works hard to build a community among other farms, fighting for everyone’s benefits in agriculture.
Chris Kobayashi and Dimi Rivera, Wai‘oli Farms, Kauai – Chris and Dimi are examples of how ten years of perseverance can turn a farm around. They went from poor quality soils, invasive grasses, disease and apple snails to rich organic
soils and beautiful, delicious organic produce with very little pest and disease damage. This is food people stand in line for
every week at the local farmers market. As the only organic commercial taro farmer in the state they have been an inspiration
to many other taro growers. The cover crop rotations and other practices they have developed are unique to taro farming
and it shows in the quality of the food they provide to local tables.

Glenn Martinez, Olomana Gardens, Oahu – Glenn has helped 58 backyard gardeners start home aquaponic systems,
helped start five major aquaponic commercial farms, and has taught over 1,200 students via the UH Outreach College
program and private lessons at the Olomana Gardens Farm. Glenn has been a speaker at the last two HAAA and IWAT conferences and shares his knowledge in affordable weekend classes.
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Gerry Ross, Kupa‘a Farm, Maui – Gerry is a wonderfully experimental, conscientious, eco-aware, smart farmer. He has
taken what were once monocrop lands and in 5 years has produced a successful CSA, award winning coffee and a beautiful
farm. He shares his knowledge and passion freely, and is always exploring new ways to innovate.

Dick and Heather Threlfall, Hawai‘i Island Goat Dairy, Hawai‘i – Dick and Heather raise their family of 100 goats
by hand, naming each one and caring for them as if the goats were their children. Their commitment to excellence is reflected
in their high-quality product. They are dedicated to carefully raising their goats in a clean environment to produce safe,
wholesome food.

Food Business or School Doing Business with Excellence.
Lloyd Fischel, Lanikai Farms, Maui – With a partial grant from the Hawai‘i Department of Agriculture and SeaGrant,
Lloyd designed and built an educational facility to teach biological filtration. The facility is open to educators and the public
at no charge, and dozens of school classes have made field trips to be encouraged to grow fish for consumption using ecologically friendly techniques, and scaled for a footprint that can fit in most residential yards. Lanikai Farms provides this
service to the community for free.

Ed Kenney, Town & Downtown Restaurant, Oahu – Ed is a 110% supporter of local agriculture in far far more ways
than simply buying product. He has donated his time, staged special events, provided technical expertise, given free food to
youth, and has raised over $125,000 in the past 4-years for MA‘O’s youth programs.

Donna Mitts, Paauilo Elementary and Intermediate School, Hawai‘i – Paauilo School not only has a very productive
school garden that involves all the students in the care and maintenance and sale of fruits and vegetables, but they also
have a sheep, cattle, pig and goat livestock operation. They participated in the Federal Fruits and Vegetable program, providing
a fresh fruit or vegetables to all students, faculty and staff at the school. Donna’s goal is to teach students how to produce
healthy food and care for small-scale livestock operations.

Vicki and Thomas Nelson, Puna Kamali‘i Flowers, Inc., Hawai‘i – Puna Kamali‘i Flowers, Inc. employs, trains and
provides support to special needs adults in our community that otherwise would not have incomes or employment. These
special needs adults gain self esteem, confidence and pride through their work in the floral industry. Puna Kamali‘i Flowers,
Inc. is being nominated because of their tireless dedication to improve and expand the opportunities and skills that their
special employees gain at work.

Environmental Supporters doing their Work with Excellence
Mark Cummings, Hawaiian Earth Products, Oahu – Hawaiian Earth Products is the largest producer of compost in
the State of Hawai`i. Recycling extends the life of our landfills. 85,000 tons of yard and tree trimmings are recycled through
Hawaiian Earth Products’ two Oahu facilities annually.

Dr. Kioni Dudley, Friends of Makakilo, Oahu – Friends of Makakilo is a community organization for responsible stewardship over the ‘aina. In 2005, Dr. Dudley formed the Friends of Makakilo, which now has over 500 members working to keep
Hawai‘i a green and beautiful paradise. Last year, he led the successful campaign at the Land Use Commission to save the
Aloun farmland in ‘Ewa from development. He recently brought more than 40 organizations together to form the Save Oahu
Farms Alliance to continue and extend this effort.

Home Le‘amohala, Onipa‘a – Center for Sustainability / Optimum Living Alliance, Maui – Home is up to date
on the reality and need for sustainability and is creating an educational sustainability center on the 20 agriculture acres he
leases. He is head of education on the upcountry sustainability organization, has written and given informative speeches on
this subject, is super passionate about making a difference in the world and sees the urgency of the times. He lives his life
according to the truth he knows and is great at presenting the information to the public.

Nancy Redfeather, Kawanui Farm, Hawai‘i – Nancy Redfeather of Kawanui Farms works tirelessly to promote and
teach sustainable food growing. She organized the Hawai‘i Island School Garden Network and developed the annual Seed
Exchange event to encourage the saving of food plant seeds that grow well in the Islands. She has led the way by organizing
the Hawai‘i Island Food Summit to promote sustainable agriculture with leaders of all agricultural sectors in the islands.
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Hawai‘i Forest Industry Association, Hawai‘i – The Hawai‘i Forest Industry Association’s Ka‘opulehu Dryland Forest
Ho‘ola Ka Makana‘a program involves restoring an endangered 76-acre dryland forest and sharing its historical, cultural,
restoration, and scientific aspects with West Hawai‘i’s youth. Youth receive hands-on, land-based, learning experiences
to effect positive change in the areas of responsibility, stewardship, and interdependency of all living things. Site stewardship activities include planting seedlings, collecting and distributing native seeds, building and enhancing trails, and
pulling invasive weeds.
Pacific Whale Foundation, Maui – Since it’s creation in 2008 this program has connected over 4,000 volunteers to
non-profit organizations serving the environment on Maui. Both kama‘aina and malahini, these volunteers have removed
invasive plants, repaired sand dunes and native bird habitat and contributed to the work of an upcountry organic farm. The
marketing, reservations and logistical support provided by the Volunteer on Vacation program makes it possible for these
smaller groups to give back to the places they love to visit, while also meeting other like-minded people and learning about
the local environment and culture.

Government, Non-Profit, or Individual Supporter of Agriculture,
Food or the Environment
Chef Susan Teton Campbell, Maui – Ms. Campbell is a chef well known for not only creating beautifully prepared,
delicious food but also for teaching people how to eat well, healthy, and local. She is an advocate for locally grown food,
small farmers, hunters and fishermen, and improving local health through the food on our tables. She takes subtle flavors
and fine cooking to new heights and demonstrates Maui’s potential to feed itself while showcasing Maui’s gifts to the
world.

Stuart Funke-d’Egnuff, Tri Isle Resource Conservation and Development, Maui – Stuart is the Executive Director
for Tri Isle RC&D. He has helped Tri Isle RC&D to acquire and operate a budget of about 11 million dollars in grants to help
Agriculture, Environment, Rural lifestyles and Hawaiian culture. Tri Isle RC&D is now ranked in the top 10 performing RC&Ds
in the nation.

Desiree Hikuroa, Waianae Coast Comprehensive Health Center (WCCHC), Oahu – WCCHC is the primary
sponsor of the Waianae Farmers’ Market, providing staff and personnel to manage the market and vendors and providing
free cooking demonstrations with free recipes and samples. The Center’s dining pavilion, also known as Ka‘aha‘aina Café,
also supports local farmers by buying locally. WCCHC also hosts phonebook recycling events and an annual Christmas Tree
Recycling event as a means to reduce, reuse, and recycle.

Dr. Kevin Hopkins, Pacific Aquaculture Resource Center at the University of Hawai‘i-Hilo, Hawai‘i – Dr.
Hopkins developed the aquaculture curriculum at the UH-Hilo College of Agriculture, Forestry & Natural Resources Management. He established the Pacific Aquaculture and Coastal Resources Center in Hilo, utilizing the old sewage treatment
plant that otherwise would have been demolished. The center has great potential as the premier aquaculture and fisheries
research and technology development center in the world. He initiated the new sturgeon industry in Hawai‘i.
Ken Love, Executive Director Hawai‘i Tropical Fruit Growers, Hawai‘i – Ken has worked tirelessly and with enthusiasm to promote greater diversification, sustainable production, and marketing of locally grown tropical fruit and value
added products. He has produced numerous fruit posters, conducted market research on consumer tastes, and established
a demonstration fruit farm and agritourism attraction. He willingly shares his knowledge on his impressive website:
www.Hawaiifruit.net. He is on the board of the American Culinary Federation chapter and works to develop farmer-chef relationships.

Vincent Mina, Maui Aloha Aina, Maui – Vincent is an inspired and enthusiastic supporter of all things agriculture.
He founded the successful nonprofit Maui Aloha Aina (MAA) organization in support of body and soil and was instrumental
in starting the Hawai‘i chapter of the Farmers Union. Through his radiant personality, networking finesse, and extreme
commitment to agriculture, he has united—and ignited—the islands with his powerful message of love for the land and
all of its gifts.
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Lydi Morgan, Hawai‘i Farmers Union (HFU), Kokua Hawai‘i Foundation and Green House of Hawai‘i, Oahu –
From working at the State Capitol, to helping develop an urban environmental education program, to building our school
gardens, to leading the Oahu chapter of the Hawai‘i Farmers Union Lydi has been there. If you had the chance to hear/feel
her pule opening the last HFU Oahu chapter meeting you would know how completely committed she is to our ‘aina. And
how prepared she is to carry the torch.

Norman Sakata, Kona Coffee Cultural Festival, Hawai‘i – One of many examples is Norman’s inspiring role as
president/chair of the Kona Coffee Cultural Festival for the past thirty years. What originally started out as a small grass
roots organization, Norman has helped grow into two hundred plus volunteers that orchestrate the ten-day festival featuring
over 40 events and attracting countless visitors yearly in early November from across the United States, Canada, Japan and
Europe. Through Norman’s efforts, the Festival has been lauded in national publications, radio interviews and national television coverage.
David Santistevan, Laulima Eco-friendly Alliance of Farms, Oahu – LEAF has brought together a constellation
of partners in the community to create an urban farm model at the Institute for Human Services Family and Women’s
Ka‘aahi St. Shelter. The IHS Urban farm is a full service ‘seed to table’ project that includes a vertical herb wall, permaculture-based edible ground landscape, and hydroponic and aquaponic rooftop growing systems. This pilot project is an inspiring
model of connecting those most in need with a healthy food system and an opportunity to learn basic farming skills in an
urban setting.

Stephanie Whalen, Hawai‘i Agriculture Research Center, Oahu – Stephanie (Stevie) epitomizes what a supporter
of Hawai‘i agriculture should be. She is someone that always works to find commonalities among members of the community,
and she has worked to educate the population about the importance of agriculture to the long-term sustainability of Hawai‘i.
Stevie’s ability to communicate effectively with academics, politicians, scientists, advocacy groups, business leaders, and her
wide range of employees has made her an integral part of Hawai‘i’s agriculture for the last 40 years.
Dr. Lyle Wong, Hawai‘i Department of Agriculture, Oahu – Dr. Lyle Wong is absolutely committed to promoting
agriculture in Hawai‘i and protecting our environment. He is a straight-forward strategic thinker known for his innovative
approach to problem solving whether it be detecting or managing invasive pests, facilitating export of agricultural commodities or promoting agricultural development. His exceptional leadership skills have been recognized by his peers in other
states and agencies, by his colleagues in the Department of Agriculture and by the agricultural community.

Kokua Hawai‘i Foundation (KHF), Oahu – KHF has a huge heart! Founded by Jack and Kim Johnson and run by a
small dedicated and energetic staff with the support of hundreds of volunteers, KHF is helping to raise the next generation
of healthy and caring citizens for Hawai‘i. Their programs focus on health, fresh local foods in schools, school gardening and
nutrition education, farm field trips, farmer and chef visits to schools, waste reduction, community outreach, and more!

These awards are sponsored in memory of A. James “Jim” Wriston III,
by his friends and partners Stephen Nimz, Stephen Swift and Alan Gottlieb. Jim, an Agricultural Leadership Foundation of Hawai‘i alumnus, lifelong agriculturalist
and entrepreneur, lived a short but very full life. His friends remember Jim as a “really good guy” who liked to hang with his family
and friends, fish and drink beer. His fun approach to life was
liked by all. Jim’s entrepreneurial spirit and environmental vision, his love for the land and his strong sense of right and
wrong, his respect for others and the strength of his word are
all qualities to be remembered as we honor others in this sector
who contribute to its sustainable growth.
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Hawai‘i AgriTourism
Association
Promoting Sustainable
Agriculture and
Tourism in Hawai‘i

Grown On Oahu
Bus Tour
As part of the conference, a Grown
On Oahu Bus Tour will be offered on
Saturday September 25, 2010 with
pick up from the front lobby entrance
of the Ihilani Resort at 8:00 am, and
return at 2:00 pm. This exclusive,
Grown on Oahu bus tour clearly
demonstrates how diversified agriculture is adding profits and sustainability to farms.
The first stop will be at Kahuku Farm
which is a family-owned operation
growing papayas, mangos, eggplant,
taro leaves and vanilla. They are leaders in the value-added movement. The
next stop will be Kualoa Ranch in
Ka‘awa Valley, to see how agricultural
tourism has sustained this ranch.
MA‘O Farms efforts to raise a community of health through, among
other things, a recently launched CSA
demonstrates daily the old adage that
it takes a “village to raise a child”.
Here agriculture offers more than
food for this Waianae community.
The price for the tour is $50 per person, plus tax. Lunch is included and
seating is limited. Any seats left Check
with Hawaii AgriTourism Association
table in the Tradeshow for availability
and reservations.
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Web Tools for Connecting
Ainability The root of sustainability. The seeds of enrichment.
Ainability is a Walk Story project of the BALLE Hawaii chapter, and acts as an evolving, statewide, agriculture information clearinghouse, a “match-making” service, a meta-CSA and more!!! Divided into areas for landholders,
growers, providers and buyers Ainability helps connect you with other people in our local food system to build a
supportive agriculture community that’s dedicated to improving food self-sufficiency. http://ainability.org/

Hawai‘i Homegrown Food Network
Building local, sustainable food communities on the Island of Hawai‘i
The Hawai‘i Homegrown Food Networksʻ vision is of an abundant and self-sufficient community-based food system for Hawai‘i that promotes health and well-being and is grounded in indigenous wisdom, socio-economic
justice, and sustainable agricultural practices. Their mission is to build and support a new food paradigm based
on a thriving community network of sustainable food system stakeholders through education, research, information, partnership, facilitation, and training. http://www.hawaiihomegrown.net/

Kanu Hawai‘i Where change takes root.
Join 12,195 islanders committed to protect and promote island living - a connection to the ‘aina, a culture of
aloha, and local economic self-reliance. Kanu Hawai‘i is a movement of everyday people. This self-defined community organizes around three key principals: Island Values, Kuleana and Island-Style Activism. Kanu Hawai‘i
members strive to lead by example with humility and perseverance, persistently ask for change from a position
of strength – armed with common values, information, wisdom, and integrity. http://www.kanuhawaii.org/

Malama Kaua‘i ‘Aina. Community. Culture.
Malama Kaua‘i is founded on a framework that merges the traditional Hawaiian values of aloha and malama `aina
with contemporary principles of sustainability. The word “sustainability” goes beyond simply sustaining resources.
Malama Kaua‘iʻs vision is a Kaua‘i where the ‘aina (environment) is healthy, people enjoy a high quality of life, the
sense of community is strong, and culture is respected and perpetuated. http://www.malamakauai.org/index.php

Maui Food Web Promoting local food through community involvement.
The Maui Food Web provides information and resources for increasing the amount of food and other crops grown
and distributed locally. Maui Food Web connects farmers, businesses and consumers to encourage and support
the local food movement. The Maui Food Web is a project of Maui Tomorrow–Protecting Mauiʻs Future
http://www.mauifoodweb.com/

Policy Ninja Weapons Against Mass Distraction.
Policy Ninja is a powerful, fun new tool that allows community members and organizations to have a remarkable
voice on issues they care about. By combining action pages with money-in-politics transparency, Policy Ninja can
take your advocacy campaign to a whole new level. You can easily set up web forms that allow online constituents
to send emails to any decision-maker, letters to-the-editor of any newspaper, and submit official state testimony
too. Once set up, your action page becomes a one-stop shop for people to get their voices heard. For example, you
can set up an action page that allows people to email legislators about a bill you care about. On that action page,
you can also see what committees the bill has been to, what legislators voted which way, and even see who gave
money to those legislators and when. http://www.policyninja.org/
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We believe in Hawai‘i agriculture
More than a year ago, the Ulupono Initiative began
investing in local businesses and organizations
focused on producing more local food, increasing
renewable energy and reducing waste.
WeFarm@Kapalua — In January,
Ulupono invested in direct
operations of the state’s largest
organic farm, now expanded to 400 acres, to
demonstrate that fossil-free mechanized organic
vegetable production can be commercially viable.
MA‘O Organic Farms — Ulupono
is honored to have supported the
expansion of this Wai‘anae farm that
grows high-quality produce while
helping to nurture the community through
youth empowerment, sustainable economic
development, health and Hawaiian culture.

Buy local, it matters.

Find us at www.uluponoinitiative.com

Agriculture Education Programs
a short, not complete, but sweet list!
Hawaiʻi Island School Garden Network helps island schools build gardening and agricultural programs that will significantly contribute to the increased consumption of locally produced food by involving students, their school communities,
and their family networks in food production. http://www.kohalacenter.org/HISGN/about.html
‘AINA in Schools is aimed at connecting children to their land, waters and food in order to grow a healthier future for
Hawai‘i. A Kokua Hawaii Foundation program the mission is to Actively Integrate Nutrition and Agriculture In Schools. This
is done through promotion of healthy school lunches featuring locally grown produce, nutrition education in the classroom,
garden-based learning, agricultural field trips, waste reduction and management, and community outreach. http://www.kokuahawaiifoundation.org/schoolprograms/
Future Farmers of America is a dynamic youth organization that is a part of agricultural education programs at middle
and high schools. Today, student members are engaged in a wide range of curriculum and FFA activities, leading to over 300
career opportunities in agriculture. The Hawai‘i FFA Organization is dedicated to making a positive difference in the lives
of students by developing their potential for premier leadership, personal growth and career success through agricultural
education. http://www.hawaiiaged.org/?page_id=9
MA‘O Organic Farms offer a variety of community and education programs for youth and adults primarily based on the
Waianae coast and/or on-site at the farm. All of our programs relate to our mission of ‘aina-based community development
through growing good, organic food, and growing youth leaders. A 2 year internship offers Wai‘anae youth (17-24) a unique
opportunity to start their college career by obtaining an Associate of Arts degree from Leeward Community College while
gaining work and leadership experience as a part of our non-profit organization – MA‘O. http://maoorganicfarms.org/
index.php?/mao_farms/school_programs/
University of Hawai‘i – Leeward Community College
The Plant Bioscience Technology Academic Subject Certificate provides education and training to succeed in Hawai‘i
‘s diversified agriculture and biotechnology workforce. It is a perfect start to a four-year degree in bioscience, or developing
your own agribusiness. http://www.leeward.hawaii.edu/pbt
Community Food Security Academic Subject Certificate
Learn about the operation of a certified organic farm and the sale of products grown on the farm in this introduction to the
national and international Community Food Security movement. The certificate provides you with the skills for growing foods
organically, preparing farm products for sale to restaurants and markets, and providing educational activities to elementary,
middle and high school students. Learn about Hawaiian culture, plants, nutrition, the environment and agriculture. With this
foundation, one may pursue degrees in a variety of areas, including environmental resources, education, nutrition, culinary
arts, and business. http://www.leeward.hawaii.edu/asc-community-food-security
University of Hawai‘i
The College of Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources is committed to the preparation of students and all citizens
of Hawai‘i for life in the global community through research and educational programs supporting tropical agricultural
systems that foster viable communities, a diversified economy, and a healthy environment. http://www.ctahr.hawaii.edu/site/
University of Hawai‘i Hilo
The College of Agriculture, Forestry and Natural Resource Management (CAFNRM) open since 1975, its main objective
is to prepare students for a broad and full understanding of basic factors involved in production, management, processing,
distribution, marketing, sales, and services in the field of agricultural sciences. CAFNRM offers as Bachelor of Science degree
in seven areas of specialization: Agribusiness; Agroecology and Environmental Quality; Animal Science; Aquaculture; Crop
Protection; General Agriculture; and Tropical Horticulture. http://www.uhh.hawaii.edu/academics/cafnrm/
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HAWAII FARM BUREAU ANNUAL MEETING October 20-22, 2010; Royal Hawaiian Hotel
Hear about the latest in Agriculture Labor Law; What’s New Agricultural Crime and Liability; The Latest in Value-Added Strategies; and The
Future Focus Areas of CTAHR. We will be honoring our Senior Senator, the Honorable Daniel K. Inouye at the traditional banquet. Attend
the meeting and see the Farm Bureau in action developing policies to guide the organization. Visit www.hfbf.org/ for more information.

HAWAII FARMERS UNION VISION STATEMENT
Hawai‘i Farmers Union serves as a resource and catalyst for the organization and empowerment of farmers. We advocate for the rights
of people to earn a prosperous living through the restorative stewardship of our lands, waters, and communities Hawai‘i Farmers Union
values the spirit of cooperation, education, and the development of cooperatives. We affirm food sovereignty and promote the creation
of healthy, vibrant communities that feed everyone through respect for the ‘aina (that which feeds) and the pono (proper) use of our
natural resources. Hawai‘i Farmers Union honors the past and supports indigenous rights and cultural traditions in agriculture. We
nurture and inspire our youth to expand and grow the vision of this organization. Hawai‘i Farmers Union provides a model of prosperity
and abundance while recognizing our innate connection to all things. www.hawaiifarmersunion.org

THE NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY
The National Agricultural Library is one of four national libraries of the United States, with locations in Beltsville, Maryland and Washington, D.C. It houses one of the world’s largest and most accessible agricultural information collections and serves as the nexus for a
national network of state land-grant and U.S. Department of Agriculture field libraries. From global statistics to a collection of original
botanical prints the National Agricultural Libraryʻs vision is to advance access to global
information for agriculture.
www.nal.usda.gov/

Fresh from the Farm

THE EAT LOCAL CHALLENGE
Young Brothers transports
your local fruits and
vegetables refrigerated from
the farm to the market
reliably and frequently. As
your neighbor island partner,
thank you for allowing
us to serve all our islands for
more than 100 years.

For your interisland shipping,
call us at 808-543-9311
Neighbor Islands toll-free
800-572-2743
www.youngbrothershawaii.com
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Kanu Hawaii challenges you to eat
local during the week of September 26
to October 2, 2010
WHAT: A challenge to attempt to eat strictly
local for the week, and participate in actions that support our local food system:
shopping at farmers’ and fish markets, buying local produce, working at local farms,
dining at restaurants serving Hawai‘igrown meals, and hosting eat local pot
lucks.
WHY: The goal of the Kanu Hawai‘i Eat
Local Campaign is to get thousands of islanders involved in the effort to create more
sustainable, secure local food systems.
Hawaii’s food supply is extremely vulnerable due to our isolation, shrinking local agriculture, and heavy dependence on imports.
If barge and air service to Hawai‘i were interrupted, our islands would have food supplies to last only 12-14 days. Furthermore,
local agriculture continues to shrink as inputs like labor, water, and land become
harder to secure. Since the 1960s, Hawai‘i
has lost about half of its best farmland to
development.

Providing Leadership Development Opportunities
For Hawaii’s Agricultural Community

Celebrating Change –

We are also pleased to
announce our newest class
of Agricultural Leaders!
Introducing Class XIII:

The Foundation board of directors
and alumni welcome you to the
2010 Hawai‘i Agriculture
Conference. We take our role as
conveners and collaborators
seriously and are proud of our role
of presenting the program at this
years conference. We are hopeful
the blend of educational,
inspirational and celebratory
activities will leave us all renewed
and ready to move forward together
to ensure a sustainable future for
Hawai‘i’s agriculture sector.

• Luella Costeles, Hawai‘i Farm Bureau Federation,
Executive Director, O‘ahu
• Bradley K. Fox, UH College of Tropical Ag & Human
Resources, Extension Service – Aquaponics, O‘ahu
• Michelle Maile
Galimba, Kuahiwi
Ranch, Rancher,
Hawai‘i
• Matthew B. Johnson,
SustainProManagement and O‘ahu
Fresh, Ag Consultant
and Entrepreneur,
O‘ahu
• Keone Kealoha, Malama Kaua‘i,
Executive Director,
Kaua‘i
• Perry H. Kealoha,
Kamehameha
Schools, Land Manager, Hawai‘i
• Jonathan Kanekoa
Kukea-Shultz, The
Nature Conservancy and Kako‘o ‘Oiwi, Marine Coordinator and Executive Director, O‘ahu
• Chris Lee, Hawai‘i State Legislature, Representative of Kailua-Waima-nalo district, O‘ahu
• Palo Luckett, Pacific Light & Power Inc., Founder & CDO, Kaua‘i
• Lydi B. K. Morgan-Bernal, Ko-kua Hawai‘i Foundation and Hawai‘i Farmers Union, School Gardens Coordinator
and Vice President, O‘ahu
• Mark Ross Stoutemyer, Pioneer Hy-Bred Inc., Scientist & Site Manager, O‘ahu
• Joan Minako Yoshioka, State DLNR, Plant Extinction Prevention Coordinator, Hawai‘i
• Pomai Weigert, Ali‘i Kula Lavender, Agtourism, Maui
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We build with our hands.
We give with our hearts.

Our communities motivate our successes. They inspire our dreams.
They deserve our best in return.
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